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ABSTRACT
Sensitivity Study of the Effects of Mineral Dust Particle Nonsphericity and Thin Cirrus
Clouds on MODIS Dust Optical Depth Retrievals and Direct Radiative Forcing
Calculations. (August 2010)
Qian Feng, B.S., Ocean University of China;
M.S., Ocean University of China;
Ph.D., Ocean University of China
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Ping Yang
A special challenge posed by mineral dust aerosols is associated with their
predominantly nonspherical particle shapes. In the present study, the scattering and
radiative properties for nonspherical mineral dust aerosols at violet-to-blue (0.412, 0.441,
and 0.470 µm) and red (0.650 µm) wavelengths are investigated. To account for the
effect of particle nonsphericity on the optical properties of dust aerosols, the particle
shapes for these particles are assumed to be spheroids. A combination of the T-matrix
method and an improved geometric optics method is applied to the computation of the
single-scattering properties of spheroidal particles with size parameters ranging from the
Rayleigh to geometric optics regimes. For comparison, the Mie theory is employed to
compute the optical properties of spherical dust particles that have the same volumes as
their nonspherical counterparts. The differences between the phase functions of
spheroidal and spherical particles lead to quite different lookup tables (LUTs) involved in
retrieving dust aerosol properties. Moreover, the applicability of a hybrid approach based
iv
on the spheroid model for the phase function and the sphere model for the other phase
matrix elements is demonstrated. The present sensitivity study, employing the Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) observations and the fundamental
principle of the Deep Blue algorithm, illustrates that neglecting the nonsphericity of dust
particles leads to an underestimate of retrieved aerosol optical depth at most scattering
angles, and an overestimate is noted in some cases.
The sensitivity study of the effect of thin cirrus clouds on dust optical depth retrievals
is also investigated and quantified from MODIS observations. The importance of
identifying thin cirrus clouds in dust optical depth retrievals is demonstrated. This has
been undertaken through the comparison of retrieved dust optical depths by using two
different LUTs. One is for the dust only atmosphere, and the other is for the atmosphere
with overlapping mineral dust and thin cirrus clouds. For simplicity, the optical depth and
bulk scattering properties of thin cirrus clouds are prescribed a priori. Under heavy dusty
conditions, the errors in the retrieved dust optical depths due to the effect of thin cirrus
are comparable to the assumed optical depth of thin cirrus clouds.
With the spheroidal and spherical particle shape assumptions for mineral dust
aerosols, the effect of particle shapes on dust radiative forcing calculations is estimated
based on Fu-Liou radiative transfer model. The effect of particle shapes on dust radiative
forcing is illustrated in the following two aspects. First, the effect of particle shapes on
the single-scattering properties of dust aerosols and associated dust direct radiative
forcing is assessed, without considering the effect on dust optical depth retrievals.
Second, the effect of particle shapes on dust direct radiative forcing is further discussed
by including the effect of particle nonsphericity on dust optical depth retrievals.
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11. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Mineral dust and its role in climate
Mineral dust, a term used to indicate the suspended atmospheric mineral aerosol
particles [Nousiainen, 2009], is a major component of atmospheric aerosols. Mineral dust
aerosols originating from arid and semi-arid regions such as deserts can transport a vast
distance to impact the climate system on a global scale. It has been recognized that the
climate effect induced by mineral dust aerosols through regulation of the radiative energy
budget is of increasing interest [King et al., 1999; Haywood and Bougher, 2000; Sokolik
et al., 2001; Kaufman et al., 2002]. Mineral dust aerosols, with optical properties varying
widely [Sokolik et al., 1999], can reduce the incoming solar radiation reaching the dark
surface by scattering, leading to negative radiative forcing. In the meanwhile, mineral
dust aerosols absorb solar and infrared radiation, leading to positive radiative forcing and
further enhancing the greenhouse warming effect. Here, the radiative forcing is defined as
the change in net radiation due to the presence of mineral dust aerosols. These two
aforementioned opposing mechanisms are called dust direct radiative effects. Indirect
effects mean mineral dust aerosols are effective in modifying cloud formation and
physical properties, and precipitation amount by acting as cloud condensation nuclei.
1.2 Satellite-based remote sensing of mineral dust aerosols
Global characteristics of dust aerosol properties are of significant interests for climate
This dissertation follows the style of Journal of Geophysical Research.
2studies. Consequently, satellite remote sensing techniques are required to retrieve the
physical and optical properties of mineral dust aerosols on a global scale. Particularly
remarkable are the new generation of Earth observing satellite (EOS) passive sensors
such as the Multi-angle Imaging spectroradiometer (MISR) [Martonchik and Diner,
1992], the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) [King et al., 1992]
and Polarization and Directionality of the Earth’s Reflectance (POLDER) [Deuze et al.,
1999]. These sensors, suitable for aerosol retrievals from space, provide radiance
measurements at the top of the atmosphere with multiple visible/near-infrared channels
(MISR, MODIS and POLDER), multiple view angles (MISR and POLDER), and
polarized information reflected from the Earth’s surface and its atmosphere (POLDER).
In the framework of MODIS, algorithms have been developed to characterize dust
aerosol properties, with emphasis on dust aerosol optical depth (AOD), including the
traditional MODIS aerosol retrieval algorithm [Remer et al., 2005] and the Deep Blue
algorithm [Hsu et al., 2004, 2006]. The traditional MODIS aerosol retrieval algorithm
over land is applicable to observations over darker surfaces, utilizing the surface
reflectance correlation between the visible and near-IR channels. However, this approach
fails over most desert regions since the high surface reflectivity dominates the satellite
signal over these dust source regions. The Deep Blue algorithm is specially designed to
solve the problem by including measurements from the deep blue channel (the 0.412-µm
channel for MODIS), on which the surface contribution to the satellite measurements is
relatively small compared with the aerosol contribution.
Despite the significant progress made toward inferring the microphysical and optical
properties of aerosols from satellite observations over dark and bright surfaces [Remer et
3al., 2005; Hsu et al., 2004, 2006], reliable retrieval of the whole set of aerosol properties
(e.g., particle size and shape, optical depth and complex refractive index) from satellite
measurements is still a challenging task. Various simplified aerosol models, which play a
vital role in aerosol retrievals, are often prescribed a priori for developing an efficient
satellite aerosol retrieval algorithm. And, it has been realized that the quality of retrieving
aerosol optical properties based on satellite measured radiance data critically depends on
the accuracy of the scattering properties adopted in the aerosol models [Wang and
Gordon, 1994].
A special issue posed by mineral dust aerosols is their predominantly nonspherical
particle shapes [Koren et al., 2001; Okada et al., 2001; Reid et al., 2003a], which means
that the Mie theory is not applicable for computing their scattering properties. Indeed,
several laboratory experiments [West et al., 1997; Volten et al., 2001; Curtis et al., 2008]
revealed that the particle shapes of mineral dust are highly irregular and the scattering
properties of realistic mineral dust aerosols are significantly different from those of
equivalent spherical particles. Neglecting the nonsphericity of mineral dust particles may
lead to substantial errors in theoretical radiance simulation and hence in retrieving dust
properties from satellite observations [Kahnert et al., 2005, 2007; Mishchenko et al.,
2003; Zhao et al., 2003]. Thus, more focus has been put on treating the scattering
properties for nonspherical dust particles based on scattering-computational methods,
since in situ measurements of the scattering properties for mineral dust aerosols are often
hindered due to the technical constraints.
While mineral dust aerosols are uniquely and irregularly shaped, a spheroidal particle
shape assumption has been widely employed in the simulation of scattering properties for
4nonspherical dust particles [Mishchenko et al., 1997; Kahnert, 2004; Dubovik et al.,
2002a, 2006; Yang et al., 2007] and in relevant remote sensing applications [Eck et al.,
2005; Levy et al., 2007]. In order to account for the nonspherical effect of dust particles,
the traditional MODIS aerosol retrieval algorithm assumes dust aerosols to be a mixture
of randomly oriented spheroidal particles [Remer et al., 2005], and the Deep Blue
algorithm relies on a hybrid approach which is based on an empirical phase function
(representative of the bulk scattering properties for nonspherical dust aerosols) and the
spherical particle shape assumption for the other phase matrix elements [Hsu et al., 2004,
2006].
Most existing scattering-computational methods, such as the discrete dipole
approximation (DDA) method [Purcell and Pennypacker, 1973; Draine and Flatau, 1994]
and the finite-difference time domain (FDTD) method [Yee, 1966; Yang et al., 2000],
require substantial computational resources and are not practical for coarse-mode dust
particles at visible wavelengths (i.e., in the case of moderate and large size parameters),
although these methods are flexible for complicated particle geometries. To date, the T-
matrix code developed by Mishchenko and Travis [1994] for rotationally symmetric
particles remains a computationally efficient tool for simulating the optical properties of
nonspherical dust particles for small and moderate size parameters. However, even for
spheroidal particles, there is no single computational code that can cover size parameters
ranging from the Rayleigh to geometric optics regimes. To overcome this difficulty,
Dubovik et al. [2002a, 2006] used a combination of the T-matrix method and an
improved geometric optics (IGOM) method [Yang and Liou, 1996] to solve for the
single-scattering properties of nonspherical mineral dust aerosol particles that are
5assumed to be spheroids. Most recently, Yang et al. [2007] further improved the IGOM
method by accounting for some processes in the physical optics domain, such as the edge
and above-/below-edge effects [Nussenzveig and Wiscombe, 1980] on the computation
of the extinction and absorption efficiencies, respectively. Note that some attempts have
been made to simulate the scattering properties of nonspherical mineral dust with more
complicated particle shapes [Kalashnikova and Sokolik, 2002; Kalashnikova et al., 2005;
Bi et al., 2008, 2010].
Since cloud contamination is an essential issue and can lead to large errors when
retrieving aerosols from space [Mishchenko et al., 1999], a cloud mask must be used to
eliminate the problem of cloud contamination prior to aerosol retrievals [Remer et al.,
2005]. Several primary techniques have been developed to screen out cloud-contaminated
pixels for aerosol retrievals from MODIS data [Kaufman et al., 1997; Chu et al., 2002;
Martins et al., 2002; Remer et al., 2002]. However, these techniques sometimes fail to
identify thin cirrus clouds, which have comparable optical depths with aerosols, and the
detection of thin cirrus still remains a major problem [Gao et al., 2002; Roskovensky and
Liou, 2003]. In addition, thin cirrus clouds are ubiquitous in nature and can have a
relatively long lifetime [McFarquhar et al., 2000]. As a result, the thin cirrus cloud
contamination problem sometimes still exists in the retrieved aerosol products although it
is claimed that thin cirrus contaminated pixels are used for aerosol retrievals [Gao et al.,
2002]. It would be satisfying to be able to retrieve both atmospheric aerosols and thin
cirrus properties simultaneously when they coexist. However, it is very different to
separate the reflected sunlight signal by both types of particles. To obtain reliable aerosol
information, the effect of thin cirrus on aerosol retrievals must be accurately taken into
6account. It is important to note that simultaneous retrievals of aerosols and thin cirrus
optical depths can only be attempted over oceans, for some case studies, by assuming that
the aerosol lies below thin cirrus clouds [Roskovensky and Liou, 2005].
1.3 Direct radiative forcing by mineral dust aerosols
Substantial progress has been made in our understanding of the dust direct radiative
effect on the climate system by dust transport and general circulation models embedded
with radiative transfer codes [Tegen et al., 1996; Myhre and Stordal, 2001]; by sensitivity
studies using stand-alone radiative transfer simulations [Liao and Seinfeld, 1998]; and by
satellite-based assessment of dust radiative effect [Zhang and Christopher, 2003; Li et al.,
2004; Christopher and Jones, 2008]. In these studies, it is not far-fetched to say that dust
optical properties are crucial to its direct radiative forcing calculations. The magnitude of
dust direct radiative forcing, which is about 
  
0.7 ± 0.2  
  
Wm-2  for global cloud-free oceans
[Christopher and Jones, 2008], depends on dust optical depth, particle size distribution,
mineralogical composition, cloud cover as well as the albedo of the underlying surface.
The shortwave direct radiative forcing for mineral dust can be negative or positive, while
the corresponding longwave direct radiative forcing is always positive and has the same
order of magnitude as its shortwave counterpart. However, there are still some
discrepancies related to the importance of dust particle shapes when radiative transfer
models are employed to calculate the direct radiative forcing by mineral dust. As pointed
out by earlier investigations, dust particle shape assumption is not a crucial factor for
radiative fluxes but for radiances. That is to say, dust particle shapes would be a
significant factor for dust retrievals, but not for radiative forcing calculations. The effect
7of dust particle shapes on the accuracy of dust radiative forcing calculations is twofold.
First, the shapes of mineral dust particles become less important in radiative forcing
calculations if the dust optical thickness is already known [Mishchenko et al., 1995; Fu et
al., 2009], resulting in the Mie theory being generally employed in the calculation of dust
radiative forcing [Liao and Seinfeld, 1998; Myhre and Stordal, 2001]. Second, it is
important to emphasize that the poor description of mineral dust shapes may lead to the
large errors in estimates of direct radiative forcing by dust [Pilinis and Li, 1998; Kahnert
et al., 2005, 2007]. Therefore, further discussion about the effect of particle shapes on
estimates of dust radiative forcing is necessary and potentially important.
1.4 Organization of the dissertation
With the help of existing scattering-computational methods, radiative transfer models
and aerosol retrieval algorithms, the research presented here is intended to study the
effects of particle nonsphericity and thin cirrus clouds on MODIS dust optical depth
retrievals. Furthermore, the effect of particle shapes on dust direct radiative forcing
calculations is also discussed. The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows:
A general methodology, coupled with a brief introduction of several key science
concepts basic to the current research, is detailed in section 2. In section 3, the simulated
scattering and radiative properties for nonspherical mineral dust aerosols based on
spheroidal particle shape assumption are investigated and compared with the counterparts
for spherical particles. The effect of particle nonsphericity on dust AOD retrievals is
quantitatively described in this section. Section 4 discusses the effect of thin cirrus clouds
on the retrieved dust AOD. Some preliminary results related to the effect of particle
8nonsphericity on dust radiative forcing calculations are presented in section 5. Finally, the
summary and conclusion are discussed in section 6.
92. METHODOLOGY
2.1 Objective
The objectives of this research presented here are to:
∑ Update lookup tables (LUTs) for the Deep Blue aerosol retrieval algorithm with
existing scattering-computational methods.
∑ Demonstrate the feasibility of the hybrid approach which has already been
employed in Deep Blue algorithm, based on the spheroidal particle shape
assumption for the phase function and the spherical particle shape assumption for
the other phase matrix elements.
∑ Determine the effects of particle nonsphericity and thin cirrus clouds on dust
optical depth retrievals based on the principle of Deep Blue aerosol retrieval
algorithm.
∑ Determine the effect of particle shapes on direct radiative forcing calculations for
mineral dust.
A brief introduction of several key methods and concepts, which constitute the
foundation for the current research, is presented here as follows.
2.2 Methods for scattering simulations
As mentioned above, neglecting the particle nonsphericity of mineral dust aerosols
may lead to substantial errors in simulating their scattering and radiative properties, and
hence in remote sensing applications. As a consequence, there is a pressing need to
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account for particle nonsphericity in computing the scattering properties of mineral dust
aerosols in various applications.
Fig. 1 shows some examples of particle shapes for mineral dust collected in Northern
Sahara. It clearly indicates that the shapes of mineral dust aerosols are not spherical, and
seldom even quasi-spherical. While mineral dust aerosol particles in the atmosphere
usually have quite complicated morphologies, in order to compute their scattering
properties, it is a reasonable approximation to assume an ensemble of dust particles to be
a mixture of randomly oriented spheroids with a shape (aspect ratio) distribution. One
reason is that the phase functions simulated by the spheroidal particle shape assumption
closely resemble those measured for realistic dust particles [Mishchenko et al., 1997].
Furthermore, the spheroid model has the ability to systematically mimic the spectral
variations of dust phase matrix, extinction coefficient, and single-scattering albedo
[Dubovik et al. 2002a, 2006].  Here the ratio of a spheroidal shape is defined in terms of
the ratio of the rotational-axis length (
  
a) to the equatorial-axis length (
  
b) of the particle
(hereafter, indicated as 
  
a /b), as indicated in Fig. 2. Note that 
  
a /b >1 and 
  
a /b <1 define
prolate and oblate spheroids, respectively. The effective radius 
  
re  for individual
spheroidal particle is defined following the work of Foot [1998] and Grenfell and Warren
[1999] in the form of
  
re =
3
4
V
A                                                              (1)
where 
  
V  and 
  
A are the volume and projected area for the spheroid under random
orientation condition. The volumes of a spheroid is given as following:
  
  
V = 43 pb
2a .                                                           (2)
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Fig. 1 Electron microscope images of samples for mineral dust particles [Nousiainen,
2009].
Fig. 2 Geometry of spheroidal particle shapes used in the present study.
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According to the work of Vouk [1948], the project area (
  
A) is one quarter of the
surface area (
  
S ) for convex particles. The surface area of a spheroid, following Beyer
[1981], can be formulated as follows:
  
S =
2pb2 + p a
2
e
ln1+ e1- e  for oblate spheroid,
2pb2 + 2p ab
e
sin-1 e for prolate spheroid,
Ï 
Ì 
Ô Ô 
Ó 
Ô 
Ô 
                      (3)
where 
  
e  is the eccentricity of the spheroid.
To compute the single-scattering properties of individual mineral dust aerosols, we
follow the methodology suggested by Dubovik et al. [2002a, 2006] to simulate the
scattering properties of individual dust particles that are assumed to be spheroids.
Specifically, we use the T-matrix method [Mishchenko and Travis, 1994] to calculate the
scattering properties of small and moderate size particles and an approximate method
based on improved geometric optics method (IGOM) [Yang et al., 2007] for large size
particles. The technical details regarding the combination of the two methods are reported
in Dubovik et al. [2006] and Yang et al. [2007]. Note that the IGOM used in Dubovik et
al. [2006] is a version reported in Yang and Liou [1996]. The updated version of IGOM
[Yang et al., 2007] used in the present study accounts for the edge effect for the
extinction efficiency and the above-/below-edge effects for the absorption efficiency. The
detailed explanation regarding the edge effects are reported in Yang et al. [2007] and
references cited therein. Here, the edge effect is defined as the nonzero contribution of
the penumbra region to the extinction efficiency, which is not taken into account in the
conventional geometric optics method (CGOM). Thus, the total extinction efficiency
  
Qe (a,b,k,m)  is given by
  
Qe (a,b,k,m) = Qe,IGOM (a,b,k,m) + Q e,edge (a,b,k) ,                       (4)
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where 
  
k = 2p /l  is the wavenumber, 
  
l  is the wavelength, 
  
m  is the complex refractive
index, 
  
Qe,IGOM (a,b,k,m)  is the extinction efficiency computed from the IGOM, and
  
Q e,edge (a,b,k)  is the mean edge contribution to the extinction efficiency. Similar to the
computation of the extinction efficiency, the absorption efficiency for randomly oriented
spheroids 
  
Qa (a,b,k,m)  is defined as
  
Qa (a,b,k,m) = Qa,IGOM (a,b,k,m) + Qa,a.e.(re ,k,m) +Qa,b.e.(re ,k,m)[ ](4pre2 /S) ,        (5)
where 
  
Qa,IGOM (a,b,k,m) is the absorption efficiency computed from the IGOM,
  
Qa,a.e.(re ,k,m)  and 
  
Qa,b.e.(re ,k,m)  are referred to as the above-edge and below-edge
contribution for spheres.
Fig. 3 shows the extinction efficiency, single-scattering albedo, and asymmetry factor
of randomly oriented spheroids (with an aspect ratio of 1.7), as a function of particle size
parameters. The refractive index of dust particle is assumed to be 1.53+0.008i. The size
parameters are defined in terms of the equal volume sphere radius. The T-matrix method
is applied to particle size parameters ranging from 0.5 to 50 (blue lines), and the
approximate method for particle size parameters ranging from 23 to 800 (red lines).
Overall, the results based on the approximate method agree well with the T-matrix
solutions at moderate size particles. Fig. 4 shows the comparison of the phase functions
of randomly oriented spheroids (with an aspect ratio of 1.7) for different particle size
parameters and refractive indices. Obviously, the IGOM solutions agree well with the T-
matrix counterparts, particularly for large size parameters and absorptive dust particles.
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Fig. 3 Comparison between the T-matrix results and their counterparts based on the
approximate method for the single-scattering properties (extinction efficiency, single-
scattering albedo, and asymmetry factor) of dust particles. The particle shape is assumed
to be a spheroid with an aspect ratio of 1.7. The size parameter is expressed in terms of
the equal volume sphere radius.
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Fig. 4 Comparison of the phase functions computed from the T-matrix method and the
IGOM method for different size parameters. The size parameters are expressed in terms
of the equal volume sphere radius.
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Without considering the particle shape distribution, the bulk scattering properties of
mineral dust can be derived by averaging the single-scattering properties over the particle
size distribution as follows:
  
Qe(ave) =
Qe (r)A(r)
dn(r)
d ln r d ln rrÚ
A(r) dn(r)d ln r d ln rrÚ
,                                      (6)
  
Qs(ave) =
Qs(r)A(r)
dn(r)
d ln r d ln rrÚ
A(r) dn(r)d ln r d ln rrÚ
 ,                                    (7)
  
w (ave ) =
Qs(ave)
Qe(ave)
,                                                  (8)
  
P11(ave) =
P11(r)Qs(r)A(r)
dn(r)
d ln r d ln rrÚ
Qs(r)A(r)
dn(r)
d ln r d ln rrÚ
,                            (9)
where 
  
Qe(ave) , 
  
Qs(ave) , 
  
w (ave ) , and 
  
P11(ave)  are averaged extinction, scattering efficiency,
single-scattering albedo, and phase function, respectively. The effective radius 
  
re  for
spheroidal particles with particle size distribution is given by
  
re =
3
4
V (r) dn(r)d ln r d ln rtÚ
A(r) dn(r)d ln r d ln rrÚ
,                                                       (10)
where 
  
V (r)  and 
  
A(r)  are the volume and projected area for individual dust particle with
equal volume sphere radius of 
  
r , 
  
dn(r)
d ln r  is the particle size distribution. The effective
variance 
  
ve  [Hansen and Travis, 1974] is defined as
  
ve =
(r - re )2pr 2
dn(r)
d ln r d ln rrÚ
re2 pr 2
dn(r)
d ln r d ln rrÚ
.                                             (11)
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2.3 Radiative transfer simulations
2.3.1 Adding-double radiative transfer code
As demonstrated by Mishchenko et al. [1994] and Levy et al. [2004], neglecting
polarization may lead to errors in the simulated spectral radiances at the top of a
Rayleigh-scattering atmosphere, particularly, at short wavelengths. For example, the
differences of the simulated blue channel (0.47 µm) TOA reflectance between polarized
and unpolarized radiative transfer model can reach up to 0.03, which may lead to a dust
AOD retrieval error of 0.3 [Levy et al., 2004]. This situation becomes even worse for the
deep blue channel (0.412 µm), which has a relative larger Rayleigh-scattering optical
depth than that for the blue channel. As a result, a polarized radiative transfer code
(Adding/Doubling code) developed by De Haan et al. [1987] based on the adding-
doubling method is used to address the transfer of polarized radiation for aerosol
retrievals. In this radiative transfer code, the well known Stokes vectors, as denoted as I,
Q, U, V, are included and a radiation beam can be completely characterized by its
intensity and state of polarization. Choosing axes 
  
r  and 
  
l , and 
  
r ¥ l  in the direction of
beam propagation, we can define the Stokes vectors as
                       
  
I= ElEl* + ErEr*
  
Q = ElEl* - ErEr*
  
U = ElEr* + ErEl*
           
  
V = i(ElEr* - ErEl*) .                                                (12)
The electric field component, 
  
El  and 
  
Er , define the electric field. The atmosphere is
usually assumed to consist of a number of plane-parallel layers, each of which is
specified in terms of the single-scattering albedo, optical depth and scattering matrix.
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Note that the scattering matrix for randomly oriented spheroidal particles has a block-
diagonal form with six independent nonzero elements, given by
                                        
  
P(Q) =
P11(Q) P12(Q) 0 0
P12(Q) P22(Q) 0 0
0 0 P33(Q) P34 (Q)
0 0 -P34 (Q) P44 (Q)
È 
Î 
Í 
Í 
Í 
Í 
˘ 
˚ 
˙ 
˙ 
˙ 
˙ 
,                           (13)
where 
  
Q is scattering angle. For spherical particles, the scattering matrix has only four
independent elements, since 
  
P11(Q) = P22(Q)  and 
  
P33(Q) = P44 (Q) . Here, the scattering
plane, which contains the incident beam and scattered beam, acts as a plane of reference
for the scattering matrix. The radiance associated with a radiation field is largely
determined by the (1, 1)-element of the scattering matrix, i.e., the phase function.
Scattering matrix of mineral dust aerosols plays an important role in radiative transfer
simulations, since it contains all polarizing properties of dust particles and is
indispensable for accurate calculations of multiple scattering by mineral dust aerosols in
an atmosphere [Volten et al., 2001]. The expansion coefficients of the elements in the
scattering matrix in generalized spherical functions are needed as input to the polarized
radiative transfer code. The polarized radiative transfer equation is defined as
  
m dI(t ,m,f )dt = I(t ,m,f ) - J(t ,m,f )  ,                                  (14)
where 
  
I is the stokes vectors at a layer with an optical depth of 
  
t  , 
  
m = cosq , the angle 
  
q
is measured from the positive z-direction in the right-handed Cartesian coordinate
system. The azimuthal angle,
  
f , is measured from a plane including the z-axis and x-axis.
The source term 
  
J(t ,m,f )  is defined as
 
  
J(t ,m,f ) = w4p Z-1
1
Ú0
2p
Ú (m,f;m ' ,f ' )I(t ,m ' ,f ' )dm 'f '
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where 
  
w  is the single-scattering albedo. The phase matrix is defined as
  
Z(m,f;m ' ,f ' ) = L(p - s 2)P(Q)L(-s1) ,                                       (16)
where the scattering plane make the angle 
  
s1 with the incident meridian plane and the
angle 
  
s 2  with the scattered meridian plane. The rotation matrix haves the general form
  
L(-s ) =
1 0 0 0
0 cos2s - sin2s 0
0 sin2s cos2s 0
0 0 0 1
Ê 
Ë 
Á 
Á 
Á 
Á 
ˆ 
¯ 
˜ 
˜ 
˜ 
˜ 
.                                          (17)
Now suppose we have two layers, one placed on top of the other. If the reflection and
transmission matrices of the upper (
  
R1 ,
  
T1 ) and lower layer (
  
R2 ,
  
T2 ) are known, then the
reflection and transmission matrices of the combined layer (
  
Rc ,
  
Tc ) can be determined by
using adding equations. The optical depth of the combined layer is the sum of each layer.
The adding equations can be defined as follows
  
Q1 = R2R1*
S =Q1(1-Q1 )-1
D = T1 + ST1 + Sexp(-
t1
m0
)
U = R2D+ R2 exp(-
t1
m0
)
Rc = R1 + exp(-
t1
m
)U + T1*U
Tc = exp(-
t 2
m
)D+ T2 exp(-
t1
m0
) + T2D
  
R2R1* =
1
p
R1*(m,f;m ' ,f ' )0
1
Ú0
2p
Ú R2(m ' ,f ';m0,f0)m 'dm 'df '                          (18)
Here, 
  
R1* and 
  
T1* means the transmission and reflection matrices for light incident form
below.
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If these two layers are identically homogeneous, and have the same optical depth,
then the doubling method is applied. For the adding-double method, each plane-parallel
layer is generally divided into many optically thin homogeneous layers, whose refection
and transmission matrices are approximated by the following equations
  
R(m,f;m ' ,f ' ) = w4(m + m ' ) 1- exp -t
*( 1
m
+ 1
m '
)È 
Î 
Í 
˘ 
˚ 
˙ 
Ï 
Ì 
Ó 
¸ 
˝ 
˛ 
Z(m,f;- m ' ,f ' )           (19)
  
T (m,f;m ' ,f ' ) = w4(m ' - m) exp(-
t *
m '
) - exp(- t
*
m
)È 
Î 
Í 
˘ 
˚ 
˙ Z(m,f;m ' ,f ' )      if 
  
m ' π m    (20)
  
T (m,f;m ' ,f ' ) = wt
*
4m ' 2
exp(-t
*
m '
)Z(m,f;m ' ,f ' )                  if 
  
m ' = m      (21)
 2.3.2 Fu-Liou radiative transfer code
For radiative forcing calculations, the radiative transfer code originally developed by
Fu and Liou [1993] is used to calculate the hemispherical flux at the top of the
atmosphere. The model is a delta-four stream radiative transfer code with six solar
spectral bands (0.2-0.7, 0.7-1.3, 1.3-1.9, 1.9-2.5, 2.5-3.5, and 3.5-4.0 µm) for the
shortwave flux calculations and twelve infrared spectral bands (2200-1900, 1900-1700,
1700-1400, 1400-1250, 1250-1100, 1100-980, 980-800, 800-670, 670-540, 540-400, 400-
280, and 280-0 
  
cm-1) for the longwave flux calculations. The model accounts for
molecular Rayleigh scattering, various gas absorption, as well as absorption and
scattering due to aerosols and clouds. Since aerosol radiative forcing is strongly
influenced by surface albedo due to the complicated multiple reflections between the
aerosol layer and the surface layer, the dependence of broadband albedo on solar zenith
angle over ocean is taken into account by using a lookup table (LUT) generated by a
coupled atmosphere-ocean radiative transfer model [Jin and Stamnes, 2004]. Over land,
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the surface is assumed to be Lambertian and homogeneous, and have the same surface
albedo for each spectral band in the present sensitivity study.
2.4 Aerosol retrieval algorithm
The desert areas are the major source regions for mineral dust aerosols. The problem
of retrieving dust properties over these bright surfaces using visible channels is illustrated
in Fig. 5, which shows the simulated apparent reflectances at the top of the atmosphere
(TOA) as a function of surface reflectances for dust aerosols with different refractive
index (aerosol absorption). The TOA apparent reflectances measured by satellite are a
mixture of the contribution from the light scattered solely by atmosphere, and the
contribution from the transmitted radiance after multiple reflections between surface and
atmosphere. If the dust aerosol absorbs sunlight, its presence would darken the
reflectance over the high-reflecting surface and brighten the reflectance over dark
surface. The critical surface reflectance, depending on the aerosol absorption, is defined
as the reflectance at which the presence of aerosol will not change the TOA apparent
reflectance. On the other hand, for non-absorptive dust aerosol, its presence would
always brighten the underlying surface. And, the TOA apparent reflectance for non-
absorptive dust aerosol is not sensitive to the change of AOD over bright surfaces. The
retrievals of aerosol properties over the high-reflecting surface may contain large errors.
To investigate and quantify the nonspherical effect of dust particles on the retrieved
dust AOD, in the present research, we develop an unsophisticated aerosol retrieval
algorithm based on the fundamental principle of the Deep Blue aerosol retrieval
algorithm that was specially developed to retrieve aerosol properties over bright-
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reflecting surfaces [Hsu et al., 2004, 2006]. The Deep Blue aerosol retrieval method is a
robust approach for aerosol retrievals over desert regions where the dominant aerosol
type is mineral dust. The Deep Blue approach for retrieving pure mineral dust can be
summarized as follows. A two-channel (0.412 and 0.470 µm) retrieval algorithm is first
employed to derive the dust aerosol properties (AOD and single-scattering albedos). If
the retrieved dust AOD based on the two-channel technique exceeds 0.7 (heavy dust
aerosol loading condition), a three-channel (0.412, 0.470 and 0.650 µm) technique is
applied to retrieve the dust aerosol properties. The commonly used LUT technique is
employed for the retrieval on the basis of the best match between the simulated
reflectance and their measured counterparts at the MODIS 0.412, 0.470 and 0.650 µm
channels. It is assumed, in this algorithm, that there is almost no absorption for mineral
dust particles at the MODIS 0.650 µm channel and the Angstrom exponent for mineral
dust aerosol is zero so that the dust AOD is the same for the three channels. In addition,
the Deep Blue algorithm also includes the procedure for mixed aerosol (dust/smoke)
retrievals. The fundamental physical principles of the Deep Blue algorithm and the
technical details for its operational implementation are described in Hsu et al. [2004,
2006].
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Fig. 5 Relationships between simulated TOA apparent reflectance and Lambertian
surface reflectance, for different values of AOD (
  
t ) and refractive index (
  
m). The
vertical lines indicate the critical surface reflectance where the presence of aerosol cannot
affect the TOA apparent reflectance, depending on the aerosol refractive index (i.e.,
aerosol absorption).
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3. SCATTERING AND RADIATIVE PROPERTIES FOR MINERAL DUST
AEROSOLS AND THE EFFECT OF PARTICLE NONSPHERICITY ON
RETRIEVING DUST OPTICAL DEPTHS
3.1 Methods
With the assistance of the aforementioned scattering-computational methods, the
scattering and radiative properties for nonspherical mineral dust aerosols at the channels
used in the Deep Blue algorithm are simulated based on the spheroidal particle shape
assumption. For comparison, the corresponding results related to the spherical particle
shape assumption are also presented. Moreover, the applicability of a hybrid approach
based on the spheroidal particle shape assumption for the phase function and the
spherical particle shape assumption for the other phase matrix elements is also
demonstrated. Based on the Deep Blue aerosol retrieval algorithm, the commonly used
LUT technique is employed for the retrieval based on the best match between the
simulated reflectance and the measured counterparts at the MODIS 0.412, 0.470 and
0.650 µm channels. To quantify the effect of particle nonsphericity on retrieved dust
AOD, two different LUTs based on the polarized radiative transfer model are developed.
One is derived from the assumption of a spheroidal particle shape, and the other from the
assumption of a spherical shape.
3.2 Bulk scattering properties of mineral dust aerosols
For remote sensing applications, the bulk scattering properties of mineral dust
aerosols are required and can be derived by integrating the single-scattering properties of
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individual particles over size (specified in terms of the radius of a volume-equivalent
sphere) and shape (specified in terms of particle aspect ratio) distributions [Mishchenko
et al., 1997; Nousiainen and Vermeulen, 2003; Dubovik et al., 2002a, 2006]. To obtain
the bulk scattering properties of mineral dust aerosols, the single-scattering properties of
individual dust particles need to be averaged over particle size and shape distributions. In
this study, we use the lognormal function for particle size distribution [Kokhanovsky et
al., 2006; Dubovik et al., 2006] given by
                
  
dn(r)
d ln r =
N0
2p lns g
exp - (ln r - ln rg )
2
2(lns g )2
È 
Î 
Í 
Í 
˘ 
˚ 
˙ 
˙ 
,                                              (22)
where 
  
r  is the radius of the volume-equivalent sphere, 
  
N 0 is number concentration, 
  
rg is
the median radius, and 
  
s g is the standard deviation. The size distribution parameters (i.e.,
  
rg  and 
  
s g ) for mineral dust aerosols are uncertain and vary from region to region,
depending critically on their geographic sources [Dubovik et al., 2002b; Reid et al.,
2003a]. The typical values of the effective radius for mineral dust range from 0.5 to 1.2
µm, and reach up to 3.0 µm during the initial stage of dust storms. The variation in
particle size distribution leads to uncertainties in the simulation of the scattering
properties of mineral dust aerosols.
Mishchenko et al. [1997] showed that a mixture of randomly oriented spheroids with
a broad aspect ratio distribution for all sizes can smooth out the features in the phase
functions in side-scattering directions to resemble the overall scattering pattern observed
for natural dust particles. Following Dubovik et al. [2006] who used 20 aspect ratios and
a sophisticated method to derive dust particle shape distribution from the laboratory
measurements of the feldspar phase matrix at 0.441 and 0.633 µm, in this study, we
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consider an ensemble of spheroids with 20 aspect ratios distributed logarithmically
equidistant between 0.3 and 3.3. Without imposing a constraint of an equal probability
for prolate and oblate spheroidal particles, we employ the Monte Carlo method to derive
the weights for different aspect ratios based on the best fit of the theoretically simulated
phase matrix to the measured results for feldspar dust samples at a wavelength of 0.441
µm. The measured phase matrix of feldspar, as a function of the scattering angle in the
range 5o-173o, is chosen as a reference for fitting the theoretical results to the
measurements, because feldspar samples account for the majority of desert dust aerosol
from Africa [Reid et al., 2003b]. Moreover, the measured results for feldspar samples at
0.441 and 0.633 µm do not show much difference. Thus, we only use the phase matrix of
feldspar at 0.441 µm, although the data for the 0.633 µm wavelength is also available.
Here, we assume that the effective radius 
  
re  and effective variance 
  
ve  for mineral dust
aerosols are 1.0 µm and 1.0, respectively. These values are consistent with the laboratory
measurements of feldspar dust samples [Volten et al., 2001].  Note that the present fitting
procedure follows that reported by Dubovik et al. [2006]. Fig. 6 shows the weights for the
aspect ratios derived in this study, which have a broad distribution. Evidently, particles
with aspect ratios that deviate considerably from unity have larger weights than quasi-
spherical particles whose aspect ratios are close to unity, particularly, in the case of
prolate spheroids. Furthermore, in an ensemble of the particles, prolate (i.e., the aspect
ratio larger than unity) shapes dominate.
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Fig. 6 Weights for various aspect ratios derived from the best fit of the theoretically
simulated phase matrix to the measured counterparts.
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To consider the effect of the spectral response function for a given MODIS channel,
the bulk phase matrix can be calculated as follows [Baum et al., 2005]:
            
  
Pave =
Wk P(ek ,r,l)Qs (ek ,r,l)A(ek ,r)
dn(r)
d ln r d ln rrÚk=1
20Âl1
l 2Ú F (l)S(l)dl
Wk Qs (ek ,r,l)A(ek ,r,l)
dn(r)
d ln r d ln rF (l)S(l)dlrÚk=1
20Âl1
l 2Ú
                   (23)
where 
  
Pave  is the bulk phase matrix, 
  
A(e,r)  is the projected area of an individual dust
particle, 
  
r  is the radius of a sphere of equivalent volume, 
  
e  is the aspect ratio, 
  
P(ek ,r,l) is
the phase matrix for a given aspect ratio, particle size and wavelength, 
  
Qs (ek ,r,l)  is the
scattering efficiency, 
  
Wk is the weight for each aspect ratio, 
  
F (l) the spectral response
function, and 
  
S(l)  is the solar spectrum. Note that Eq. (23) can also be applied to the
monochromatic case if the response function is replaced by the Dirac-delta function, i.e.,
  
F(l) = d(l - l0)  where 
  
l0 is a monochromatic wavelength of interest.
Fig. 7 is a comparison of the phase matrices from the present model simulations and
from the measurements for feldspar particles [Volten et al. 2001]. The complex refractive
index of dust particles used in the model simulation is 1.55+0.001i. Evidently, the
simulated phase matrix based on a spheroid model agrees quite well with the
experimental results, particularly, in the case of the phase function. On the contrary, the
spherical counterpart substantially deviates from the experimental results in side-
scattering (100º-130º) and backscattering (150º-180º) directions. The ratios 
  
P34 /P11 and
  
P44 /P11 for spherical particle shape assumption are quite different from measurements at
the scattering angles (120∞-180∞). The ratio 
  
P22 /P11 can be used to test nonsphericity
[Bohren et al., 1983], and is known as a “nonsphericity indicator” because it is quite
sensitive to the degree of particle nonsphericity, as demonstrated by Mishchenko et al.
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[2002]. The experimental data of 
  
P22 /P11 shown in Fig. 7, indicates that realistic dust
particles are nonspherical. In terms of the agreement between the theoretical and
measured results for 
  
P22 /P11, 
  
-P12 /P11 and 
  
P33 /P11, a substantial improvement is observed
in the case for the spheroid model in comparison with the case for the sphere model.
Fig. 8 shows the simulated phase functions with different effective radius for
spheroidal dust particles at the wavelength of 0.650 µm. The solid and dot line show the
phase function for dust particles with an effective radius of 1.0 µm and 0.5 µm
respectively. The effective variance is 1.0 for both cases. Obviously, the forward peak for
the phase function decreases as the dust particle size becomes smaller. The differences of
the phase functions between these two different particle sizes are not quite significant at
side-scattering and backscattering angles. The corresponding empirical phase function
used in the Deep Blue algorithm is also shown in this figure for comparison. This
empirical phase function was derived based on the best fit between the satellite retrieved
AOD and the measured results by the ground-based Aerosol Robotic Network
(AERONET) at Cape Verde [Hsu et al., 2006]. By comparing the forward peak between
the empirical phase function and the phase functions with different particle sizes, we can
conclude that the empirical phase function corresponds to dust particles with smaller
particle size.
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Fig. 7 Comparison between the theoretical simulation results and their counterparts based
on laboratory measurements for the scattering phase matrices of feldspar samples. The
solid lines indicate the simulated phase matrix based on a spheroid model. The dotted
lines indicate the simulated result based on the Mie theory.
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Fig. 8 Simulated phase functions with different effective radius for spheroidal dust
particles at the wavelength of 0.650 µm. For comparison, the corresponding empirical
phase function used in the Deep Blue algorithm is also shown in this figure.
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3.3 Radiative properties of mineral dust aerosols
For simplicity in the present radiative transfer simulation, gaseous absorption is not
considered. To account for the vertical distribution of aerosol loading, in this study, the
entire atmosphere is divided into 7 layers from the surface to the top of the atmosphere,
and the vertical distribution of aerosol loading in the atmosphere is specified in terms of a
Gaussian function peaked at 3 km above the surface. The atmospheric Rayleigh optical
depth 
  
t R ,l  (at sea level) is calculated approximately in the visible spectral region via the
following formula [Dutton et al., 1994]:
                                                   
  
t R ,l = 0.00877l-4.05 ,                                          (24)
where 
  
l  is the spectral wavelength with units in microns.
To include different types of dust aerosols specified by different absorption, we use a
number of refractive indices of dust aerosols for the MODIS channels centered at 0.412
and 0.470 µm to get a distribution of the single-scattering albedo values corresponding to
various absorption conditions. Table 1 lists the refractive indices and the corresponding
single-scattering albedos simulated for three MODIS channels based on the spheroid and
sphere models. It should be noted that the differences of the single-scattering albedos
computed from these two models are relatively small although the corresponding phase
matrices (not shown here) are quite different. Table 2 lists the refractive indices and the
corresponding single-scattering albedos simulated for three MODIS channels for
different particle sizes. Obviously, the single scattering albedos are sensitive to the
particle size and refractive index for mineral dust aerosols. For example, in the case of
the refractive index equal to 1.55+0.003i, when 
  
re  decrease from 1.0 to 0.5 µm, the
corresponding 
  
w  increases from 0.929 to 0.961 for the MODIS channel of 0.412 µm.
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Table 1 Comparisons of the single-scattering albedos computed from the spheroid and
sphere models at three MODIS channels used in the Deep Blue aerosol retrieval
algorithm. The effective radius 
  
re  and effective variance 
  
ve  for mineral dust aerosols are
1.0 µm and 1.0, respectively.
Refractive index at 412nm
  
w  at 0.412
  
mm  for the spheroid model
  
w  at 0.412
  
mm  for the sphere model
1.55+0.00i 1.0 1.0
1.55+0.001i 0.972 0.972
1.55+0.002i 0.949 0.948
1.55+0.003i 0.929 0.927
Refractive index at 0.470
  
mm
  
w  at 0.470
  
mm  for the spheroid model
  
w  at 0.470
  
mm  for the sphere model
1.55+0.00i 1.0 1.0
1.55+0.001i 0.976 0.975
1.55+0.002i 0.955 0.954
1.55+0.003i 0.936 0.934
Refractive index at 0.650
  
mm
  
w  at 0.650
  
mm  for the spheroid model
  
w  at 0.650
  
mm  for the sphere model
1.55+0.00i 1.0 1.0
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Table 2 Comparisons of the single-scattering albedos computed from different particle
sizes for spheroidal particle shape assumption at three MODIS channels used in the Deep
Blue aerosol retrieval algorithm.
Refractive index at 412nm
  
w  at 0.412
  
mm (
  
re =1.0 µm; 
  
ve =1.0)
  
w  at 0.412
  
mm  (
  
re =0.5 µm; 
  
ve =1.0)
1.55+0.00i 1.0 1.0
1.55+0.001i 0.972 0.986
1.55+0.002i 0.949 0.973
1.55+0.003i 0.929 0.961
1.55+0.004i 0.910 0.949
Refractive index at 0.470
  
mm
  
w  at 0.470
  
mm  (
  
re =1.0 µm; 
  
ve =1.0)
  
w  at 0.470
  
mm  (
  
re =0.5 µm; 
  
ve =1.0)
1.55+0.00i 1.0 1.0
1.55+0.001i 0.976 0.987
1.55+0.002i 0.955 0.975
1.55+0.003i 0.936 0.964
1.55+0.004i 0.919 0.954
Refractive index at 0.650
  
mm
  
w  at 0.650
  
mm  (
  
re =1.0 µm; 
  
ve =1.0)
  
w  at 0.650
  
mm  (
  
re =0.5 µm; 
  
ve =1.0)
1.55+0.00i 1.0 1.0
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Fig. 9 Relative differences of TOA intensity between the spherical and spheroidal particle
shape assumption (red dots) as a function of scattering angle at the MODIS channels of
0.412 and 0.650 µm. The corresponding result between the hybrid and spheroid model is
shown in blue dots. The dust AOD is 1.0 for both cases. The surface reflectances are
assumed to be 0.08 and 0.30 for the 0.412 and 0.650 µm channels, respectively.
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Fig. 9 shows the relative differences of the TOA upward radiances simulated from the
sphere and spheroid models, 
  
(I sphere - I spheroid ) / I spheroid ¥ 100%  (red dots), as a function of
scattering angle at two MODIS channels centered at 0.412 and 0.650 µm. In addition to
the spheroid and sphere models, we also consider a hybrid model for which the phase
function is from the nonspherical spheroid model; whereas, the other nonzero elements of
the phase matrix come from the results based on the sphere model. The relative
differences between radiances simulated from the hybrid and spheroid models,
  
(Ihybrid - I spheroid ) / I spheroid ¥ 100%, are also shown as blue dots in Fig. 9. The surface
reflectances assumed for the present simulations are 0.08 and 0.30 for the MODIS 0.412
and 0.650 µm channels, respectively, and the dust AOD is assumed to be 1.0. Evidently,
the relative differences of the TOA radiances associated with the hybrid and spheroid
models are quite small and practically negligible compared to the relative differences of
the TOA radiances associated with the sphere and spheroid models.
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The results shown in Fig. 9 illustrate that the TOA radiances under dusty conditions
are sensitive to the phase function rather than other elements of the phase matrix. It is
also evident from Fig. 9 that the relative differences between the TOA radiances
computed from the sphere and spheroid models depend strongly on scattering angle and
are quite significant in side-scattering (90-130º) and backscattering (150-180º) directions.
Furthermore, the relative differences of the TOA radiances between the sphere and
spheroid models are consistent with the trend of the corresponding phase function
differences (see Fig. 7), since the simulated TOA radiances for a dusty atmosphere are
approximately proportional to the phase function used in the radiative transfer simulation.
An increase of the surface reflectance leads to a spreading of the data points for the
relative differences of TOA radiances between the sphere and spheroid models (black
dots) at larger scattering angles (>140º). This is probably due to the increased multiple
reflections between the surface with a higher reflectivity and a dust aerosol layer, which
enhance the multiple scattering of radiation by dust particles.
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Fig. 10 Polar plot (radius, view zenith angle; angle, relative azimuthal angle) of the TOA
upward normalized radiances simulated from the spheroid, hybrid and sphere models at
the MODIS 0.412 µm channel with an assumed refractive index of 1.55+0.001i. The
solar zenith angle is 24º. The AOD and surface reflectance are assumed to be 1.0 and
0.08, respectively.
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 Fig. 10 shows the polar plot of the TOA upward normalized radiances simulated
from the spheroid, hybrid and sphere models at the MODIS channel of 0.412 µm. Here,
the normalized radiance is defined as 
  
pI /F0 , where 
  
I  is the TOA upward radiance, and
  
F0 is the solar flux at the top of the atmosphere. The corresponding refractive index of
dust aerosol is assumed to be 1.55+0.001i. The solar zenith angle is 24º. The AOD and
surface reflectance are 1.0 and 0.08, respectively. Note that the patterns of the TOA
upward radiances for the spheroid and hybrid models are similar. However, the pattern
for the sphere model is quite different from that of the spheroid model, especially at the
backscattering angle (180º).
Fig. 11 shows the contours of the relative differences of the TOA upward radiances
simulated from the sphere and spheroid models, 
  
(I sphere - I spheroid ) / I spheroid ¥ 100% , versus the
solar zenith angle and view zenith angle at the MODIS 0.412 µm channel for four
relative azimuthal angles. For the 0.412 µm MODIS channel, the input parameters for the
radiative transfer simulations shown in Fig. 11 are the same as those in Fig. 10.  It is
evident from Fig. 11 that the nonsphericity effect on the TOA radiance is quite sensitive
to the relative azimuthal angle. For some incidence-viewing geometries, neglecting the
nonsphericity effect can lead to errors up to as much as 50%, i.e., in a large angular
regime when 
  
f =180o.
Fig. 12 shows the simulated TOA reflectances for a dust atmosphere as a function of
scattering angles (125º-150º) for different values of dust particle size and refractive
index. The corresponding values of single-scattering albedo, which depend on particle
size and refractive index, are also depicted in the figure. The surface albedo and dust
optical depth are assumed to be 0.06 and 1.0, respectively. Because of single scattering
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approximation, the simulated TOA reflectances are proportional to the phase function and
single-scattering albedo of dust aerosols. As shown in Fig. 8, the differences of the phase
functions between dust aerosols with effective radius of 1.0 µm and 0.5 µm are not quite
significant at side-scattering and backscattering angles. As a result, the simulated TOA
reflectances corresponding to these two different particle sizes are very sensitive to the
single-scattering albedo of dust aerosols.
3.4 The effect of particle nonsphericity on dust optical depth retrievals
To retrieve dust properties, we develop two LUTs for the TOA bi-directional
reflectance based on the spherical and spheroidal shape assumptions respectively, at three
MODIS channels centered at 0.412, 0.470 and 0.65 µm. It has been suggested that the
parameterization of LUTs can be employed in aerosol remote sensing over reflecting land
surfaces [Kokhanovsky et al., 2005]. The format of the present LUTs are quite similar to
that used in the Deep Blue algorithm, i.e., the LUTs are developed with respect to the
view zenith angle, the solar zenith angle, the relative azimuthal angle, the AOD, the
surface reflectance, and the single-scattering albedo. TOA reflectance in the LUTs is
calculated for 13 solar zenith angles (
  
q0=0.0∞ to 72.0∞, with an increment of 6.0∞), 14
view zenith angles (
  
q =0.0∞ to 78.0∞, with an increment of 6.0∞), and 16 relative
azimuthal angles (
  
j =0.0∞ to 180.0∞, with an increment of 12.0∞). Here, the effective
radius and effective variance for mineral dust aerosols are 1.0 µm and 1.0, respectively.
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Fig. 11 Contours of the relative differences between the TOA upward radiances
simulated from the sphere and spheroid models, 
  
(I sphere - I spheroid ) / I spheroid ¥ 100% , versus the
solar zenith angle and view zenith angle at the MODIS 0.412 µm channel for four
relative azimuthal angles. The optical depth and surface reflectance are assumed to be 1.0
and 0.08, respectively.
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Fig. 12 Simulated TOA reflectances for a dust atmosphere as a function of scattering
angles for different values of dust particle size and refractive index.
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Fig. 13 shows the LUTs for the two-channel retrieval technique used in the present
retrieval algorithm on the basis of the scattering properties computed from the spheroid
and sphere models. It shows the relationship between the simulated TOA upward
reflectance in the MODIS channels of 0.412 and 0.470 µm as a function of AOD for two
kinds of dust aerosols. The term “
  
Dust(1.0,1.0) ” indicates non-absorptive dust aerosols.
The term “
  
Dust(0.91,0.95)” indicates dust aerosols that are moderately absorptive, whose
single-scattering albedos are 0.91 and 0.95 for the MODIS 0.412 and 0.470 µm channels,
respectively. In this figure, the sun-satellite geometry in the upper panel corresponds to a
scattering angle of 145∞ and in the lower panel corresponds to a scattering angle of 123∞.
Obviously, the LUT for the two-channel retrieval technique based on the sphere model is
quite different from that based on the spheroid model. It is expected that the differences
in the LUTs for the spheroid and sphere models lead to an inconsistency of the retrieved
dust AOD. For example, the AOD inferred from the LUT based on the sphere model is
substantially smaller than its counterpart inferred from the LUT based on the spheroid
model (as shown in the upper panel), and the opposite is noted in the lower panel.
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Fig. 13 Correlations between the TOA upward reflectance simulated at the MODIS 0.412
and 0.470 µm channels as a function of AOD for two different kinds of dust aerosols.
The term “
  
Dust(1.0,1.0) ” indicates non-absorptive dust aerosols, whose single-scattering
albedos at the 0.412 and 0.470 µm channels are both 1.0. The term “
  
Dust(0.91,0.95)”
indicates that moderately absorptive dust aerosols, whose single-scattering albedos are
0.91 and 0.95 at the 0.412 and 0.470 µm channels, respectively.
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Fig. 14 illustrates the correlations between the TOA reflectances at the MODIS 0.412
and 0.650 µm channels (upper panel) and between the reflectances at the MODIS 0.470
and 0.650 µm channels (lower panel) for various AOD and single-scattering albedos. The
values of single-scattering albedo shown in this figure are for 0.412 (upper panel) and
0.470 µm (lower panel). These correlations constitute the LUT for a three-channel
aerosol retrieval algorithm for simultaneously retrieving dust AOD and single-scattering
albedo. Fig. 15 shows similar results as in Fig. 14 but for different sun-satellite geometry.
It can be seen from a comparison of Fig. 14 and 15 that the LUTs are sensitive to the sun-
satellite geometry configuration. Moreover, the overall features of Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 for
the differences between the LUTs based on the sphere and spheroid models are the same
as shown in Fig. 13, that is, dust AOD can be overestimated or underestimated if dust
particles are assumed to be spheres in the forward radiative transfer simulations involved
in aerosol retrievals. The inconsistency of the retrieved dust AOD between the sphere and
spheroid models is mainly due to the differences of the phase functions associated with
the sphere and spheroid models as a function of scattering angle.
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Fig. 16 shows the comparison of LUTs for the two-channel retrieval technique on the
basis of the scattering properties computed from different dust particle sizes. One LUT is
for dust aerosols with an effective radius of 1.0 µm, and the other with an effective radius
of 0.5 µm. However, the corresponding single-scattering albedos associated with no-
absorptive and moderately absorptive dust aerosols with an effective radius of 1.0 µm are
the same as their counterparts for dust aerosols with an effective radius of 0.5 µm. That is
to say, the corresponding refractive indices for non-absorptive and moderately absorptive
dust aerosols at the MODIS 0.412 and 0.470 µm channels should be different for these
two different particle sizes. Fig. 17 shows the LUTs for the three-channel retrieval
technique on the basis of the scattering properties computed from different dust particle
sizes.  The effective radius corresponding to the solid and dot lines are 0.5  µm and 1.0
µm, respectively. The overall feature of Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 is that the LUTs
corresponding to different particle sizes are almost the same. That is, the LUTs for dust
aerosol retrievals used in the present study are not very sensitive to the particle sizes. For
simplicity, we will use the LUTs corresponding to dust aerosols with an effective radius
of 1.0 for the aerosol retrievals.
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Fig. 14 Correlations between the TOA upward reflectance simulated at the MODIS 0.412
and 0.650 µm channels (upper panel), and the TOA upward reflectance simulated at the
MODIS 0.470 and 0.650 µm channels (lower panel) as functions of AOD and single-
scattering albedo. The dotted and solid lines indicate the results based on the sphere and
spheroid models, respectively. Different single-scattering albedo values shown in the
figure are for 0.412 µm (upper panel) and 0.470 µm (lower panel).
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Fig. 15 Same plots as in Fig. 14 but for different sun-satellite geometry.
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Fig. 16 Comparison of LUTs for the two-channel retrieval technique on the basis of the
scattering properties computed from different dust particle sizes.
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Fig. 17 The comparison of LUTs for the three-channel retrieval technique on the basis of
the scattering properties computed from different dust particle sizes.
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A prior knowledge of the surface reflectance is needed for implementing an aerosol
retrieval algorithm. In this study, the surface reflectance is estimated approximately on
the basis of the minimum reflectivity technique (MRT) [Herman and Celarier, 1997; Hsu
et al., 2004; Koelemeijer et al., 2003]. Specifically, we use a polarized radiative transfer
model [De Haan et al., 1987] to develop a LUT for the TOA upward reflectance with
respect to the view zenith angle, the solar zenith angle, the relative azimuthal angle
between the sun and satellite, and the surface reflectance for a Rayleigh-scattering
atmosphere (without aerosol and cloud contribution). The surface reflection is assumed to
be Lambertian. The Lambert-equivalent reflectivity (LER) for each channel is obtained
for each cloud-free MODIS pixel based on the best match between the measured TOA
reflectance and the corresponding value from LUT. All LER values are sorted with a 0.1o
  
¥0.1o longitude-latitude grid resolution, and the minimum value of LER at 0.650 µm and
the corresponding values for the other two wavelengths are found as the resultant surface
reflectance.
Fig. 18 shows the derived land surface reflectance (with a resolution of 0.1∞ latitude ¥
0.1∞ longitude) over the Sahara desert at the MODIS 0.412, 0.470 and 0.650 µm channels
by using two months (Mar. and Apr., 2003) of the MODIS L1 radiance and L2 cloud
product data. Obviously, the surface reflectance over the Sahara desert at 0.412 µm is
much smaller than that at 0.650 µm. With the information of the surface reflectance and
the LUTs, dust AOD can be retrieved based on the comparison between the theoretical
simulated TOA reflectance and their measured counterparts.
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Fig. 18 Calculated land surface reflectance over the Sahara desert at 0.412, 0.470 and
0.650 µm channels by using MODIS L1 radiance and L2 cloud products.
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For the present sensitivity study, we select the MODIS observations made over West
Africa on 2 March, 2003, which are shown by a RGB (R: band 1, G: band 4, B: band 3)
true-color image in Fig. 19. The transport of dust from land to the ocean is evident in this
figure.  For simplicity, we retrieve AOD in a small area indicated by the red box in Fig.
19, which was cloud-free according to the MODIS cloud mask product. We also assume
that the aerosol type for this small area is mineral dust.
Fig. 20 shows the retrieved dust AOD values based on the spheroid and sphere
models in the upper left and right panels, respectively. Although the overall patterns in
the two panels are similar, there are some pixels for which the retrieval values based on
the spheroid model are substantially larger than their counterparts based on the sphere
model. The patterns are clearly illustrated in the middle left panel in Fig. 20, which shows
the variation of the retrieval based on the sphere model versus the retrieval based on the
spheroid model. Evidently, the retrieved dust AOD based on the spheroid model can be
either larger or smaller than that retrieved based on the sphere model. The middle right
panel shows the histogram distribution of pixel number versus the retrieved dust AOD.
There are a number of pixels with dust AOD larger than 1. The lower left panel in Fig. 20
shows the relative difference of the phase functions computed from the sphere and
spheroid models as a function of scattering angle, which is defined as
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Fig. 19 MODIS RGB image over West Africa on March 2, 2003. The area indicated by
the small red box is used to retrieve dust AOD in the present sensitivity study.
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Fig. 20 Upper panels: the retrieved dust AOD based on the spheroid and sphere models.
Middle left panel: retrieved dust AOD based on the sphere model versus those based on
the spheroid model. Middle right panel: the histogram of retrieved dust AOD based on
spheroid and sphere models. Lower left panel: the relative differences of the phase
functions. Lower right panel: the relative differences of the retrieved AOD.
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  
eP11 =
P11,sphere - P11,spheroid
P11,spheroid
¥100%.                        (25)
It can be seen the phase function from the sphere model is smaller than its spheroid
counterpart for scattering angles between 130º and 142º. For scattering angles larger than
142º, the opposite is observed. This feature noted in the phase function comparison is
consistent with that shown in Fig. 7. The lower right panel in Fig. 20 shows the relative
difference of the AOD retrieved on the basis of the two models, which is defined as
                                                           
  
et =
t sphere - t spheroid
t spheroid
¥100%.                            (26)
If the coupling of the surface reflection and the multiple scattering of the aerosol layer are
not considered, the AOD, under the assumption that the first order scattering dominates
the scattered radiation field, can be approximated as
                          
  
t µR /P11,                                          (27)
where 
  
R is the bi-directional reflectance. In Eq. (27), the dependence on the incident and
viewing geometries is omitted. From the lower two panels in Fig. 20, the variations of 
  
et
in a scattering region of <134º or >142º can be explained by the relation in Eq. (27).
However, the AOD retrieved from the sphere model can be either larger or smaller than
its spheroid counterpart in the scattering angle region of 134-140º because of the
complicated multiple reflections between the surface and the aerosol layer. It is evident
from the lower right panel in Fig. 20, that the assumption of a spherical shape for dust
particles can lead to a significant underestimation (~20%) of AOD, especially for large
AOD ( >1, see the middle left panel in Fig. 20). The results shown in Fig. 20 well
demonstrate that the nonsphericity of mineral dust aerosols cannot be neglected for the
retrieval of dust AOD.
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Fig. 21 shows another example of dust storm across Gobi desert by using a MODIS
RGB image over Northern Asia On May 27, 2008. The area indicated by the red box is
used to retrieve dust AOD based on the spheroidal and spherical particle shape
assumptions, respectively. The aerosol type for this area is also assumed to be mineral
dust aerosol, the method for the cloud screening is described in the next section. Fig. 22
shows the comparison of retrieved dust AOD based on the spheroidal and spherical
particle shape assumptions. The scattering angles corresponding to the retrieved dust
AOD are also shown in this figure. The overall patterns of these two retrieved results are
similar, however, there are some pixels for which the retrieved values based on the
spheroidal particle shape assumption is different from their counterparts based on the
spherical particle shape assumption. The comparisons between these two retrieval
datasets are clearly illustrated by Fig. 23, which shows the scatter plots of the retrievals
based on the spherical particle shape assumption versus the retrievals based on the
spheroidal particle shape assumption for different scattering angles. For scattering angles
ranging from 125o to 129o, the dust AOD retrieved from the spherical particle shape
assumption is larger than its spheroidal counterparts. For scattering angles larger than
143o, the opposite is observed, and the differences between retrieved dust AOD based on
the spheroidal and spherical particle shape assumptions are becoming larger and larger as
the scattering angle increase.
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Fig. 21 MODIS RGB image on May 27, 2008, showing a dust plume over North Asia.
The area indicated by the small red box is used to retrieve dust AOD in the present
sensitive study.
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Fig. 22 Comparisons of retrieved dust AOD between the spheroidal and spherical particle
shape assumptions. The upper panel shows results for the spheroidal particle shape
assumption, the middle panel shows results for the spherical particle shape assumption,
and the lower panel shows the corresponding scattering angles.
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Fig. 23 The scatter plots of retrieved dust AOD based on the spherical particle shape
assumption versus the corresponding results based on the spheroidal particle shape
assumption, for different scattering angles.
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3.5 Summary
To understand the effect of particle nonsphericity on the scattering and radiative
properties of mineral dust aerosols, these particles are assumed to be spheroids and
spheres in the forward scattering and radiative transfer simulations involved in aerosol
property retrieval. The single-scattering properties of mineral dust aerosols are calculated
at three MODIS channels based on a combination of the T-matrix method and an
improved geometric optics method for spheroidal particles, whereas the Mie theory is
used for spherical particles. Differences in the phase functions of mineral dust aerosols
between the spheroid and sphere models lead to a significant inconsistency in the
calculation of the radiative properties of mineral dust aerosols, particularly, in side-
scattering and backscattering directions. Moreover, a sensitivity study was carried out to
quantify the nonsphericity effect on the retrieved AOD by using a simple retrieval
algorithm that was developed on the basis of the fundamental principles of the Deep Blue
aerosol retrieval method. The results indicate that the nonspherical effect of mineral dust
aerosols cannot be neglected for the retrieval of dust AOD. In the case of large AOD
(>1), neglecting particle nonsphericity may underestimate AOD by as much as 20%, and
the differences of the retrieved dust AOD between the spherical and spheroidal particle
shape assumptions depend on the scattering angle.  Furthermore, it is shown that a hybrid
method that uses the phase function associated with nonspherical particles and the other
phase matrix elements associated with spherical particles is accurate. Note that this type
of hybrid method is implemented in the operational Deep Blue algorithm that uses
empirical phase functions to account for the nonsphericity effect of dust particles on their
single-scattering properties.
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4. THE EFFECT OF THIN CIRRUS CLOUDS ON DUST OPTICAL DEPTH
RETRIEVALS
4.1 Methods
To study the effect of undetected thin cirrus clouds on the dust optical depth
retrievals, two different kinds of LUTs, each similar to the aforementioned in section 3
for the Deep Blue algorithm, are constructed based on the polarized radiative transfer
model. One is for the atmosphere with dust aerosols only (hereafter referred to as dust
only atmosphere), and the other is for the atmosphere with overlapping mineral dust
layers and thin cirrus clouds (hereafter referred to as dust plus thin cirrus atmosphere).
Since it is very difficult to simultaneously retrieve the optical depths for mineral dust and
thin cirrus clouds when they coexist, the information related to thin cirrus clouds such as
the optical depth and scattering properties is simplified and prescribed a priori for the
dust plus thin cirrus atmosphere. For example, it is assumed that a single layer of
homogeneous thin cirrus clouds, with a fixed optical thickness (0.3), lies on top of the
mineral dust layers. In addition, the particle size and shape of ice crystals composing thin
cirrus are also prescribed in advance. The Deep Blue aerosol retrieval algorithm, which is
introduced in details in section 2, is employed here for retrievals.
Here, a simple method based on the Normalized Difference Dust Index [Qu et al.,
2006] is used to identify mineral dust from clouds. Suppose a pixel contaminated by very
thin cirrus clouds is not properly identified, the LUT based on the dust only atmosphere
should be used to retrieve the dust AOD. However, a more realistic dust AOD could be
retrieved tentatively based on the LUT for the dust plus thin cirrus atmosphere. By
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comparing these two sets of retrieved dust AOD, the effect of thin cirrus on the dust
AOD retrieval is quantitatively described.
4.2 Dust detection methods
Although the detection of dust is often plagued by the occurrence of clouds,
especially thin cirrus clouds [Roskovensky and Liou, 2005], several visible and IR
channel techniques related to satellite remote sensing have been proposed for detecting
mineral dust aerosols. Ackerman [1997] suggested a tri-spectral approach, which is based
on the brightness temperature difference of three IR channels at the wavelengths 8.5, 11
and 12 µm, is possibly helpful to detect mineral dust aerosols. Sokolik [2002]
implemented a bio-spectral approach to separate dust from clouds, which depends on a
unique radiative signature of mineral dust (i.e., negative brightness temperature
difference between MODIS 11 and 12 channels). Based on the dust spectrum
characterization analysis, a promising indicator termed as NDDI (Normalized Difference
Dust Index) was proposed to distinguish mineral dust from clouds by using MODIS solar
reflectance data, with the assistance of brightness temperature at MODIS 11 µm band to
separate airborne dust from ground features [Qu et al., 2006]. Hansell et al. [2007]
suggested an integrated method for the simultaneous detection/separation of mineral dust
aerosols and clouds using MODIS thermal infrared channels. However, all the methods
mentioned before have their own limitations. For example, it has been demonstrated that
the discrimination between dust aerosols and clouds based on the bio-spectral or tri-
spectral approach with a fixed brightness temperature difference threshold is almost
impossible due to the regional radiative signature of dust aerosols [Darmenov and
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Sokolik, 2005]. The NDDI is working with different values of threshold for different
regions, and the characteristic of NDDI for some low clouds may be similar to that for
mineral dust aerosols over oceans [Wu et al., 2006], which greatly increases errors for
dust detection. It is important to emphasize that the MODIS cloud mask (e.g., MOD35),
which is employed in current operational aerosol retrievals, may permit heavy dust to
escape detection and misclassify as clouds [Remer et al., 2005]. For simplicity, the NDDI
dust detection method, which is based on the combination of the NDDI and the
brightness temperature at MODIS 11 µm channel (BT11), is used here to separate
mineral dust aerosols from clouds, since the test of different dust detection methods is
beyond the scope of the current research. The fundamental principles and the technical
details are referenced in Qu et al. [2006]. The NDDI can be defined as:
  
NDDI = (R2.13 - R0.47) (R2.13 + R0.47) ,                                        (28)
where 
  
R2.13  and 
  
R0.47  are the measured TOA reflectance in the MODIS 2.13 and 0.47 µm
channels, respectively.
The reliability of NDDI for detecting mineral dust aerosols is demonstrated in Fig. 24
by analyzing the NDDI values for mineral dust aerosols and clouds. Fig. 24 (upper panel)
clearly shows a RGB image of dust storm over Northern Asia from the MODIS data on
March 27, 2004. The corresponding NDDI image is shown in the lower panel of Fig. 24,
with negative value for clouds and positive value for airborne mineral dust aerosols and
ground features. In order to separate airborne dust and ground features, the image of the
brightness temperature for MODIS 11 µm band is analyzed, as shown in the upper panel
of Fig. 25. It is obvious that the BT11 for airborne dust is cooler compared with that for
ground features, and thus airborne dust can be separated from ground features by setting
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a threshold for BT11, which is determined empirically. The lower panel of Fig. 25 shows
the mineral dust detection results with a threshold for NDDI and BT11 0.28 and 275K,
respectively. It should be emphasized that it is possible that some pixels contaminated by
very thin cirrus clouds still cannot be identified successively, even though other robust
cloud masks were employed. Here, we also examine the brightness temperature
difference in the context of tri-spectral approach. The data from MODIS 8.5 µm, 11 µm,
and 12 µm bands are used, and the brightness temperature difference between channels
8.5 µm and 11 µm (
  
BT8.5 - BT11) and channels 11 µm and 12 µm (
  
BT11 - BT12) are
computed and analyzed. Shown in Fig. 26 are 
  
BT8.5 - BT11 as well as 
  
BT11 - BT12 images
for the dust storm outbreak over Asian as indicated in the upper panel of Fig. 24. Most
dust storm regions have positive 
  
BT8.5 - BT11 and negative 
  
BT11 - BT12, so that we can use
the criteria of 
  
BT8.5 - BT11 > 0  and 
  
BT11 - BT12 < 0 to detect dust, although negative
  
BT8.5 - BT11 are also observed in some dust storm regions. Fig. 27 is similar to Fig 26 but
for a dust storm over oceans as indicated in Fig. 19. As shown in this figure, 
  
BT11 - BT12
can be positive and negative for dust regions, while for clear sky and cloudy areas
  
BT11 - BT12 are positive. The values of 
  
BT8.5 - BT11 are always negative for dust storm and
clear sky regions. In this case, we cannot use the criteria of 
  
BT8.5 - BT11 > 0  and
  
BT11 - BT12 < 0 to detect dust regions. This behavior of brightness temperature difference
has been already pointed out, and is probably due to the different mineralogical
composition for different dust source regions [Darmenov et al., 2005]. In the present
study, we still use the parameter of Normalized Difference Dust Index to identify mineral
dust aerosol from clouds.
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Fig. 24 Upper panel: MODIS RGB image on March 27, 2004 shows Asian dust storm
over Northern China. Lower panel: MODIS NDDI image shows the differences between
mineral dust aerosols and clouds.
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Fig. 25 Upper panel: brightness temperature (in K) image of MODIS 11 µm band over
Northern China on March 27, 2004. Lower panel: the dust detection results (NDDI > 0.28
and BT11 < 275 K).
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Fig. 26 Shown are the brightness temperature (in K) difference 
  
BT8.5 - BT11 (upper panel)
and 
  
BT11 - BT12 (low panel) for a dust storm outbreak as indicated in the upper panel of
Fig. 24.
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Fig. 27 Same plots as in Fig. 26 but for a dust storm over oceans as indicated in Fig. 19.
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4.3 Bulk scattering properties for mineral dust and thin cirrus clouds
The bulk scattering properties for mineral dust aerosols for each Deep Blue channel
are the same as those used in section 3. The effective radius and effective variance for
mineral dust aerosols are still assumed to be 1.0 µm and 1.0, respectively. As for the thin
cirrus clouds, the corresponding single-scattering properties are computed by using an
improved geometric optics method [Zhang et al., 2004]. In situ measurements of cirrus
clouds indicate that both the size and habit distribution of ice crystals composing cirrus
may vary substantially within the clouds [Heymsfield et al., 2000]. Here, the droxtal,
commonly used to represent the smallest ice particles, is employed here to approximate
the particle shape of ice crystals for thin cirrus clouds. The gamma distribution, with an
effective diameter of 20µm, is used for the size distribution of thin cirrus clouds. It
should be noted that an extensive database of scattering properties has been built up for a
set of ice particles including droxtals, hexagonal plates, hollow columns, bullet rosettes,
and so on.
Fig. 28 shows the six nonzero elements of the phase matrix calculated at the
wavelength of 0.412 µm for randomly oriented droxtal ice crystals. For comparison, the
corresponding phase matrix elements for spheroidal mineral dust aerosols are also shown
in this figure. The refractive index for droxtal ice crystals and mineral dust are
  
1.318+ 2.46175¥10-9i and 
  
1.55+ 0.002i , respectively. Note that each phase matrix element
for mineral dust aerosols is much smoother than that for droxtal ice crystals, since the
particle shape for droxtal ice crystals is more complicated than that for spheroidal mineral
dust aerosols. In addition, the forward scattering peak for droxtal ice crystals is much
stronger than that for mineral dust aerosols. Such forward peaks typically require
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thousands of expansion coefficients to represent the phase function in radiative transfer
calculations. Subsequently, truncation of this forward peak is needed in order to reduce
the number of terms for expansion. Here, truncation is performed on the phase function
by using the method developed by Hu et al. [2000], referred to as 
  
d -fit method. This
method is an extension of delta-M method [Wiscombe, 1997], but uses least squares
fitting procedure to minimize the differences between the actual phase function and the
truncated phase function. Upon truncation of the phase function, the other phase matrix
elements need to be scaled for consistency [Chami et al., 2001]. The single-scattering
albedo and optical depth are scaled according to:
  
v * = (1- f )v(1- vf )                                                              (29)
  
t * = (1- vf )t                                                              (30)
where 
  
f  is the fraction of scattered energy due to the truncated peak.
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Fig. 28 Comparisons of the phase matrix calculated at the wavelength of 0.412 µm for
randomly oriented droxtal ice crystals and spheroidal mineral dust aerosols.
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4.4 The effect of thin cirrus on dust optical depth retrievals
As mentioned before, two different kinds of LUTs, similar to the aforementioned in
section 3, are created to study the effect of thin cirrus clouds on dust AOD retrievals. One
is for the dust only atmosphere, and the other is for the dust plus thin cirrus atmosphere.
In the dust plus thin cirrus atmosphere, it is assumed that there is a single layer of
homogeneous thin cirrus clouds with a height of 12 km, lying on top of mineral dust
layers. The vertical distribution of mineral dust layers for these two kinds of atmosphere
is the same as described in section 3.
Fig. 29 shows the relative differences of the TOA upward reflectances between the
dust only and dust plus thin cirrus atmosphere,
  
(Rdust plus thin cirrus - Rdust ) /Rdust ¥100%, as a
function of satellite view zenith angles for different values of dust AOD and surface
reflectance. The refractive index for mineral dust aerosols is assumed to be 1.55+0.003i.
The solar zenith and relative azimuthal angles are 24∞ and 132∞, respectively. Obviously,
the relative differences of the TOA upward reflectances between the dust only and dust
plus thin cirrus atmosphere are sensitive to the satellite view zenith angles.
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It is also evident from Fig. 29 that the relative differences of the TOA upward
reflectances between the dust only and dust plus thin cirrus atmosphere strongly depend
on the values of dust AOD and underlying surface reflectance. As the dust AOD
increases, the relative differences of the TOA upward reflectances between the dust only
and dust plus thin cirrus atmosphere decrease.
Fig. 30 shows the polar plots of the TOA upward reflectances with different surface
reflectances. The relative azimuthal angles are displayed from 0∞ to 360∞ in the counter-
clockwise direction. The view zenith angles are measured from 0o to 66o in the radial
direction. The solar zenith angle and the dust AOD are 24o and 0.5o, respectively. The
corresponding relative differences of the TOA upward reflectances between the dust only
and dust plus thin cirrus atmosphere are also shown in Fig. 30. It is also evident that the
relative differences of the TOA upward reflectances between the dust only and dust plus
thin cirrus atmosphere depend on the underlying surface reflectance.
Fig. 31 shows the calculated land surface reflectances (with a resolution of 0.1o
latitude 
  
¥  0.1o longitude) over North Asian at the MODIS 0.412, 0.470 and 0.650 µm
channels by using the method introduced in section 3. Similarly, the surface reflectance
over the Asian areas at 0.412 µm is much smaller than that at 0.650 µm.
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Fig. 29 The relative differences of the TOA upward reflectances between the dust only
and dust plus thin cirrus atmosphere, as a function of satellite view zenith angles for
different values of dust optical depth and surface reflectance. The surface reflectances for
the left and right panels are 0.04 and 0.08, respectively.
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Fig. 30 Polar plots of the TOA upward reflectances for the dust only and dust plus thin
cirrus atmosphere.
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Fig. 31 Calculated surface reflectance database at 0.412, 0.470 and 0.65 µm channels
over North Asia.
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With the information of the surface reflectance and the LUTs for the dust only and
dust plus thin cirrus atmosphere, the effect of thin cirrus on the retrieved dust optical
depths can be discussed quantitatively. Fig. 32 shows the LUTs for the two-channel
retrieval technique for the dust only and dust plus thin cirrus atmosphere. This figure,
similar to Fig. 13, shows the relationship between the simulated TOA upward
reflectances in the MODIS channels of 0.412 and 0.470 µm as a function of AOD for two
kinds of dust aerosols. In this figure, the sun-satellite geometry in the upper panel is
different from that in the lower panel. Obviously, the LUT for the two-channel retrieval
technique based on the dust only atmosphere is quite different from that based on the dust
plus thin cirrus atmosphere. If satellite measured radiances are contaminated due to
undetected very thin cirrus cloud, then the LUT based on the dust only atmosphere is
used to retrieve the dust optical depths. However, more realistic dust optical depths
should be retrieved approximately based on the LUT for the dust plus thin cirrus
atmosphere. It is not surprising that the differences in the LUTs between the dust only
and dust plus thin cirrus atmosphere lead to an inconsistency in the retrieved dust AOD.
For example, the dust AOD retrieved by LUT for the dust plus thin cirrus atmosphere
should be smaller than that retrieved by LUT for the dust only atmosphere, especially for
very low dust loading conditions. Under heavy dust loading conditions, the differences in
the retrieved dust AOD between the dust only and dust plus thin cirrus atmosphere are
smaller than those for low dust loading conditions. Note that the optical depth and
scattering properties for thin cirrus clouds in the dust plus thin cirrus atmosphere are
prescribed a priori, although the realistic optical properties (e.g., optical depth) for thin
cirrus clouds are often unknown.
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Fig. 32 Same plots as in Fig. 13 but for the dust only and dust plus thin cirrus
atmosphere. In addition, the sun-satellite geometry associated with Fig. 13 and Fig. 32 is
also different. Upper panel has relative azimuthal angle (
  
f ) equal to 132∞, while lower
panel has 
  
f  equal to 72∞. The optical depth and effective diameter for thin cirrus clouds
are 0.3 and 20 µm, respectively.
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Fig. 33 Similar to Fig. 14 but for the comparison between the dust only and dust plus thin
cirrus atmosphere. The more horizontal curves represent different values of single-
scattering albedo.
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Fig. 33 shows the LUTs for the three-channel retrieval technique for the dust only and
dust plus thin cirrus atmosphere. Similar to Fig. 14, this figure describes the correlations
between the reflectances at the MODIS 0.412 and 0.650 µm channels (upper panel) and
between the reflectance at the MODIS 0.470 and 0.650 µm channels (low panel) for
various dust AOD and single scattering albedos. The values for single scattering albedo
indicated in the figure are for 0.412 µm (upper panel) and 0.470 µm (lower panel). The
single scattering albedo for 0.650 µm is 1.0. The overall features of Fig. 33 for the
differences between the LUTs for the dust only and dust plus thin cirrus atmosphere are
the same as shown in Fig. 32, that is, the dust AOD retrieved by LUT for the dust plus
thin cirrus atmosphere should be smaller than that retrieved by LUT for the dust only
atmosphere, especially for low dust loading conditions. Under heavy dust conditions, the
differences in the retrieved dust AOD between the dust only and dust plus thin cirrus
atmosphere are smaller than those for low dust loading conditions.
For the present sensitivity study, we focus on the MODIS observation as indicated in
Fig. 34. Fig. 34 (upper panel) shows a RGB image of dust storm over Mongolian regions
from the MODIS data on May 27, 2008. The corresponding NDDI image, shown in the
lower panel of Fig. 34, clearly indicates the NDDI values for clouds are different from
those for airborne mineral dust and ground features. For pixels with NDDI values larger
than 0.28, the two aforementioned LUTs are used to retrieved dust AOD based on the
principle of Deep Blue algorithm. Fig. 35 (upper panel) shows the retrieved dust AOD
based on the LUT for dust only atmosphere. The corresponding retrieval results, based on
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the LUT for dust plus thin cirrus atmosphere, are shown in the lower panel of Fig. 35.
Note that we neglect negative retrieved dust AOD, which results from the cloud-
uncontaminated pixels but with the LUT based on the dust plus thin cirrus atmosphere for
retrievals. The comparison of the retrieved dust AOD between different LUTs is shown
in Fig. 36. The histogram of the retrieved dust AOD, as indicated in the upper panel of
Fig. 36 shows the obvious differences for these two retrieval datasets. Furthermore,
plotted in the lower panel of Fig. 36 are the absolute errors 
  
(t dust - t dust plus thin cirrus)  as a
function of retrieved dust AOD based on LUT for the dust plus thin cirrus atmosphere.
Obviously, the failure to identify cloud-contaminated pixels, even contaminated by very
thin cirrus clouds, may lead to larger errors in the retrieved dust AOD. At low dust
loading conditions, the absolute errors can reach up to 0.5, which is larger than the
assumed optical depth for thin cirrus. While at heavy dust loading conditions, the
absolute errors are comparable to the assumed value (0.3) for thin cirrus optical depth.
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Fig. 34 Upper panel: MODIS RGB image on May 27, 2008 shows Asian dust storm over
Mongolian regions. Lower panel: MODIS NDDI image shows the differences between
mineral dust aerosols and clouds.
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Fig. 35 Retrieved dust AOD corresponding to LUT based on the dust only atmosphere
(upper panel) and LUT based on the dust plus thin cirrus atmosphere (lower panel).
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Fig. 36 Upper panel: the histogram of retrieved dust AOD based on the LUTs for the dust
only and dust plus thin cirrus atmosphere, respectively. Lower panel: the absolute errors
of the retrieved dust AOD.
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4.5 Summary
The sensitivity study as to the effect of thin cirrus clouds on dust optical depth
retrievals has been investigated and quantified from MODIS observations. The dust
optical depths are retrieved based on a simplified aerosol retrieval algorithm based on the
approach of the Deep Blue aerosol retrieval algorithm. The importance of identifying thin
cirrus clouds in dust optical depth retrievals is highlighted. This has been undertaken
through the comparison of retrieved dust optical depths by using two different lookup
tables. One is for the dust only atmosphere, and the other is for the atmosphere with
overlapping mineral dust and thin cirrus clouds. For simplicity, the optical depth and
scattering properties for cirrus clouds are prescribed a priori. The present sensitivity study
indicates the failure to identify pixels contaminated by thin cirrus clouds may lead to
larger errors in the retrieved dust optical depths. Under heavy dust conditions, the errors
in the retrieved dust optical depths due to the effect of thin cirrus are comparable to the
assumed optical depth for cirrus clouds.
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5. THE EFFECT OF PARTICLE SHAPES ON SHORTWAVE DIRECT
RADIATIVE FORCING CALCULATIONS FOR MINERAL DUST
5.1 Methods
The effect of particle shapes on the dust direct radiative forcing calculations is
estimated based on Fu-Liou radiative transfer model. Here, we only investigate the effect
of particle shapes on the instantaneous TOA shortwave (SW) direct radiative forcing by
mineral dust aerosols (hereafter referred to as instantaneous TOA SWRF), since the
effect of particle shapes becomes less important in the longwave spectral regions due to
the relatively small particle size parameters. In this study, the effect of particle shapes on
the dust radiative forcing is illustrated in the following two aspects. First, without
considering the effect of particle shapes on the dust AOD retrievals (see section 3), the
effect of particle shapes on the single-scattering properties of dust aerosols, hence on the
dust direct radiative forcing is assessed. Second, the effect of particle shapes on the dust
direct radiative forcing is further discussed by including the effect of particle shapes on
the dust AOD retrievals.
5.2 Scattering property simulations
Radiative forcing simulations for mineral dust aerosols depend on the single-
scattering properties of dust aerosols (e.g., extinction efficiency 
  
Qe, asymmetry factor 
  
g,
and single-scattering albedo 
  
w ) and the optical depth 
  
t , while the single-scattering
properties of dust aerosols are related to the particle size, particle shape and refractive
index. In the meanwhile, dust optical depth retrievals based on remote sensing techniques
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also depend on the single-scattering properties of dust particles. That is to say, single-
scattering properties of dust aerosols are at the heart of atmospheric dust retrievals and
associated direct radiative forcing calculations.
Owing to the robust scattering-computational methods, we are now in a good position
to evaluate the effect of particle shapes on the dust radiative forcing calculations,
especially for shortwave spectral regions. As mentioned before, a spheroidal particle
shape assumption has been widely employed in the simulation of scattering properties for
nonspherical dust particles, although naturally occurring mineral dust aerosols have a
great variability of particle shapes. Here, 
  
Qe, 
  
g and 
  
w  are simulated separately by use of
the spheroidal and spherical particle shape assumptions with ancillary information on the
particle size and refractive index. In the present study, the particle size distribution for
mineral dust is still specified in terms of lognormal function with an effective radius of
1.0 µm. 1000 size bins in term of volume equivalent sphere radius ranging from 0.02 to
20.0 µm are considered. The refractive index database for mineral dust aerosols in the
solar spectral range is taken from d’Almeida et al. [1991]. The real and imaginary parts
of the refractive index for mineral dust aerosols are shown in Fig. 37 as functions of
wavelength ranging from 0.25 µm to 4.0 µm. It is evident that the real parts of the
refractive index do not show a spectral dependence, whereas the imaginary parts have a
strong spectral-dependence in the spectral regions shown here.
Similar to the methods used in section 2, we use the T-matrix method to derive the
single-scattering properties for small and moderate size particles, whereas the improved
geometric optics method (IGOM) is employed for large size particles. According to the
aforementioned definition of aspect ratio for spheroidal particles, typical measured aspect
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ratios for mineral dust aerosols range between 1.7 and 2.0 [Nakajima et al., 1989], i.e.,
prolate particle shape dominates in an ensemble of mineral dust aerosols. Since we are
concerned here with the effect of particle shape on dust direct radiative forcing, it is
sufficient to consider a simplified particle shape distribution for nonspherical dust
aerosols. Here we assume dust particles to be a mixture of randomly oriented prolate
spheroids with an aspect ratio equal to 1.7. This assumption is consistent with the goal of
the current research, i.e., to study the effect of particle shape on dust radiative forcing
calculations.
The asymmetry factor 
  
g is derived for each particle shape assumption and for each
wavelength from the corresponding phase function via the following integral
  
g = 12 p(Q)0
p
Ú cos(Q) sin(Q)dQ .                                       (31)
The asymmetry factor ranges from –1 to 1, with positive values for particles that scatter
predominantly in the forward direction and negative values for backscattering
predominantly particles. For symmetric phase functions, the asymmetry factor is zero.
Fig. 38 shows the bulk scattering properties (mean extinction efficiency, single-scattering
albedo and asymmetry factor) for spherical and nonspherical (spheroid with aspect ratio
of 1.7) mineral dust particles in the spectral region from 0.25 to 4.0 µm. As evident in
Fig. 38, the differences of their extinction efficiency, single-scattering albedo and
asymmetry factor between the spheroidal and spherical particles are quite small. The
relative errors due to the use of spherical particles to represent spheroidal particles are
less than 1% for extinction efficiency and single-scattering albedo, and 2% for
asymmetry factor. These results seems to be consistent with the statements suggested by
Mishchenko et al., [1995] that the effect of particle shape on the dust radiative forcing
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can be negligible and Mie theory can be used for computation, if the dust AOD is already
known. In addition, it is also evident that the asymmetry factors for spheroidal particles is
always larger that those for spherical particles, which means that the spheroidal particles
scatter more energy in the forward hemisphere when compared with the spherical
particles.
Fig. 37 Real and imaginary parts of the refractive index for mineral dust aerosols
[d’Almeida et al., 1991].
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Fig. 38 The comparison of bulk scattering properties (mean extinction efficiency, single-
scattering albedo and asymmetry factor) for spherical and nonspherical mineral dust
particles in the spectral region ranging from 0.25 to 4.0 µm. The effective radius and
effective variance for dust aerosols are assumed to be 1.0 µm and 1.0, respectively.
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5.3 Radiative forcing simulations
The Fu-Liou radiative transfer model is used to calculate the hemispherical SW fluxes
at TOA. The atmosphere is divided into 34 layers. Vertical profiles of temperature,
pressure, ozone, and water vapor mixing ratios are from the standard mid-latitude
atmosphere (1976). Note that we use the model only for cloud-free conditions. For each
solar spectral band in the radiative model, the averaged single scattering albedo 
  
v  is
calculated by integrating over band as follows:
  
v = S(l)w (l)Ú dl / S(l)Ú dl ,                                           (32)
where 
  
S(l)  is the solar spectrum at the top of the atmosphere. The band averaged
asymmetry factor and extinction efficiency are also obtained this way. Then, the single-
scattering properties related to the spheroidal and spherical particle shape assumptions
over each solar spectral band are used as input to radiative transfer simulations. The
instantaneous TOA SWRF by mineral dust aerosols is defined as:
  
DF = FTOAc ≠ -FTOAd ≠,                                                    (33)
where 
  
DF  is the instantaneous TOA SWRF, 
  
FTOAc ≠  and 
  
FTOAd ≠  are the upward SW flux
at TOA for clear sky and dust atmosphere conditions, respectively. If 
  
FTOAd ≠  is larger
than 
  
FTOAc ≠ , then dust aerosols produce a cooling effect and vice versa.
Here, the Fu-Liou radiative transfer model is validated for Rayleigh scattering
atmosphere by use of Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) data. As
described in details in Loeb et al. [2005], the CERES instrument measures broadband
radiances at the top of atmosphere for the total (0.3-200µm), shortwave (0.3-5µm) and
infrared window (8-12µm) channels with a spatial resolution of 20km at the nadir. The
CERES/MODIS SSF product, based on the synergy of MODIS aerosol/cloud properties
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and the CERES TOA fluxes, contains MODIS aerosol optical depth within the CERES
footprint. One year (2005) of merged Terra CERES/MODIS SSF product confined to the
global cloud-free ocean areas between 60∞S and 60∞N is used. Due to the large errors in
MODIS aerosol retrievals at low aerosol load conditions, it is very difficult to get the
information about the TOA upward SW flux with zero optical depth. Thus, the
instantaneous TOA upward SW flux in the absence of aerosols and clouds is inferred
from the linear relationship between TOA upward SW flux and low aerosol optical
depths for each solar zenith angle, as indicated by the following formula [Christopher and
Zhang, 2002],
  
SWF = Fclr + slope¥ t 0.55 ,                                             (34)
where 
  
SWF  is the measured TOA upward SW flux for cloud free condition, 
  
Fclr  is
defined as the TOA SW flux in the absence of aerosols and clouds, 
  
t 0.55  is the MODIS
retrieved optical depth at 0.55 µm. Fig. 39 shows the scatter plots of CERES SSF TOA
upward SW fluxes as a function of SSF MODIS aerosol optical depths (0.55 µm) for
different solar zenith angles. The corresponding linear regression line is also showed. The
value of 
  
Fclr  is then derived by extrapolation the linear regression back to zero optical
depth conditions. Fig. 40 indicates the simulated clear sky SW albedos, which is equal to
the ratio between the instantaneous TOA upward SW flux and the incident solar flux for
clear sky conditions, at the top of atmosphere as a function of solar zenith angles at three
different wind conditions based on the Fu-Liou radiative transfer model. The
corresponding results (open circles) inferred from CERES are also shown. It is evident
from Fig. 40 that the TOA SW albedos between the simulated results and the CERES
measurement results match very well, especially at smaller solar zenith angles.
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Fig. 39 Scatter plots of CERES SSF TOA SW upward flux as a function of SSF MODIS
aerosol optical depth (0.55 µm) for different solar zenith angles. The corresponding linear
regression line is also showed.
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Fig. 40 Simulated clear sky SW albedos at the top of atmosphere as a function of solar
zenith angles at three different wind conditions by using Fu-Liou model. The
corresponding results (open circles) inferred from CERES are also shown.
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Fig. 41 (Upper panel) TOA SW fluxes for spheroidal dust versus TOA SW fluxes for
spherical dust over dark surface. (Lower panel) Simulated SW dust radiative forcing with
spheroidal and spherical particle shape assumptions, as a function of dust optical depths
for different solar zenith angles.
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5.4 Sensitivity study of the effect of particle shapes on dust direct radiative forcing
As mentioned before, the following two aspects related to the effect of dust particle
shapes on the instantaneous TOA SWRF would be discussed here. First, we will study
the effect of particle shapes on the instantaneous TOA SWRF by only including the effect
of particle shapes on the scattering property simulations (e.g., extinction efficiency,
single-scattering albedo and asymmetry factor). That is to say, the effect of particle shape
on the retrieved dust optical depths is not taken into account in the radiative forcing
calculations. With the scattering properties based on the spheroidal and spherical particle
shape assumptions, the TOA upward SW fluxes for a dust atmosphere are calculated for
different dust optical depths (
  
t =0.2 to 2.0) and different solar zenith angles. We set the
oceans with surface wind speed of 6m/s as the underlying surface, which corresponds to a
dark surface albedo. Fig. 41 (upper panel) shows the scatter plots of the TOA upward SW
fluxes for a dust atmosphere with the spheroidal particle shape assumption versus the
corresponding results with the spherical particle shape assumption.  Obviously, there are
almost no differences between the TOA upward SW fluxes computed from the spherical
and spheroidal particle shape assumptions, which means that the TOA upward SW fluxes
for a dust atmosphere are not sensitive to the dust particle shape, if the dust optical depths
are the same for both particle shape assumptions. In the meanwhile, we also calculate the
TOA upward SW fluxes for zero aerosol optical depth, from which the instantaneous
TOA SWRF are derived according to Eq. (33). An example of the instantaneous TOA
SWRF with the spheroidal and spherical particle shape assumptions, as a function of dust
optical depth for different solar zenith angles, is shown in the lower panel of Fig. 41. The
solid and dotted lines shows the TOA instantaneous SWRF with solar zenith angles of
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15o and 40o, respectively. The red color is for the dust aerosols with spheroidal shape
assumption, while the blue color is for spherical dust particles. It is evident that the
instantaneous TOA SWRF for mineral dust is not sensitive to the particle shape
assumption provided the dust optical depths are already known, which is consistent with
the statements suggested by Mishchenko et al. [1995] and Fu et al. [2009]. The
differences of the instantaneous TOA SWRF between the spherical and spheroidal
particle shape assumptions are less than 1.0 
  
Wm-2 . However, the instantaneous TOA
SWRF is sensitive to the solar zenith angle, and the magnitude of the instantaneous TOA
SWRF for solar zenith angle of 40o is larger than that for solar zenith angle of 15o.
Second, we will take the sensitivity study as to the effect of particle shapes on the
dust radiative forcing by including the effect of particle shape on the dust optical depth
retrievals, since the retrieved dust AOD based on the spheroidal particle shape
assumption can be either larger or smaller than that retrieved based on the spherical
particle shape assumption depending on scattering angles. The detailed discussion about
the effect of particle shapes on the dust optical depth retrievals is referred to section 3.
Here, the retrieved dust optical depths based on the spheroidal and spherical particle
shape assumptions, as well as the averaged scattering properties for each spectral band,
are employed as input to the FU-Liou radiative transfer code. It should be emphasized
that it is assumed the scattering properties of dust aerosols used in the retrieval algorithm
are consistent with those shown in Fig. 38.
Fig. 42 shows the instantaneous TOA SWRF over land (dark surface) as a function of
solar zenith angles for two different dust optical depths. Here, the surface albedo is
assumed to be 0.05. The red (blue) error bars represent the dust radiative forcing
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uncertainties due to 10% (5%) errors in optical depth retrievals due to the different
particle shape assumption. For different values of dust optical depth, the strongest
instantaneous TOA SWRF occurs when the solar zenith angle is 65o-75o despite the
decrease in the incident solar flux as the solar zenith angle increases. This means that as
the solar zenith angle increases, a larger portion of the radiation scattered in the forward
atmosphere is included in the upward scattered irradiance. Shown in Fig. 43 are the same
plots as in Fig. 42 but for a different surface albedo with value of 0.15. In this case, the
magnitude of the TOA instantaneous SWRF decreases, when compared with the
corresponding result as indicated in Fig. 42. It is evident from Fig. 42 and Fig. 43 that the
instantaneous TOA SWRF uncertainties due to the use of spherical particles to
approximate spheroidal particles cannot be neglected, depending on the surface
reflectance, dust AOD, and solar zenith angle.
Fig. 44 shows the spatial distribution of retrieved dust AOD based on the spheroidal
and spherical particle shape assumptions, as well as the corresponding instantaneous
TOA SWRF for different surface albedos. Due to the differences of the retrieved dust
AOD between the spheroidal and spherical particle shape assumptions, the differences
between the corresponding instantaneous TOA SWRF are also obvious. The spatial
distribution of the retrieved dust AOD and the simulated instantaneous TOA SWRF are
consistent, and regions with high dust AOD correspond to high magnitude of
instantaneous TOA SWRF. In addition, it should be noted that as the surface albedo
increases, the magnitude of the instantaneous TOA SWRF decreases, and the differences
of the instantaneous TOA SWRF between the spheroidal and spherical particle shape
assumptions also decrease.
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Fig. 42 TOA SW dust radiative forcing over dark surface with a surface albedo of 0.05,
as a function of solar zenith angles for two different optical depths. The red (blue) error
bars represent the dust radiative forcing uncertainties due to 10% (5%) errors in optical
depth retrievals.
Fig. 43 Same plots as in Fig. 42 but for a different surface albedo.
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Fig. 44 Spatial distribution of retrieved dust AOD based on the spheroidal and spherical
particle shape assumptions and the corresponding TOA instantaneous SWRF for different
surface albedos.
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The comparison of the simulated instantaneous TOA SWRF between the spheroidal
and spherical particle shape assumptions is shown in the left panel of Fig. 45 for different
scattering angles. It should be noted that the effect of particle shapes on the dust AOD
retrievals is taken into account in the radiative forcing calculations. For scattering angles
ranging from 125o to 129o, the instantaneous TOA SWRF based on the spherical particle
shape assumption is stronger than the counterpart based on the spheroidal particle shape
assumption. For scattering angles larger than 143o, the opposite is observed, and the
differences of the instantaneous TOA SWRF between the spheroidal and spherical
particle shape assumptions are becoming larger and larger as the scattering angle
increases. These results are consistent with the comparison results for the retrieved dust
AOD based on different particle shape assumptions, as shown in Fig. 23. The right panel
of Fig. 45 shows the relative difference 
  
eF  of the instantaneous TOA SWRF on the basis
of these two particle shape assumptions as a function of dust optical depths for different
scattering angles. The 
  
eF  is defined as
  
eF =
DFsphere - DFspheroid
DFspheroid
,                                           (35)
where 
  
DFsphere  and 
  
DFspheroid  represent the instantaneous TOA SWRF based on  the
spherical and spheroidal particle shape assumptions, respectively. Obviously, the values
of 
  
eF , which can exceed up to 60% at low dust loading conditions, depend critically on
the scattering angles at which the dust optical depths are retrieved. The results shown in
Fig. 45 demonstrate the effect of particle shapes on the dust radiative forcing calculations
cannot be neglected provided this kind of effect is taken into account in the dust AOD
retrievals.
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Fig. 45 Left panel: the scatter plots of TOA SW radiative forcing for spherical dust versus
the counterpart for spheroidal dust for different scattering angles. Right panel: the
corresponding relative differences for TOA SW radiative forcing.
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5.5 Summary
With the spheroidal and spherical particle shape assumptions for mineral dust
aerosols, the effect of particle shapes on the dust radiative forcing calculations is
investigated by focusing on the instantaneous TOA SWRF. Without considering the
effect of particle shapes on the dust AOD retrievals, the effect of particle shapes on the
single-scattering properties of dust aerosols, hence on the dust direct radiative forcing is
negligibly small. However, the effect of particle shapes on the dust direct radiative
forcing cannot be neglected provided that the effect of particle shape on the dust AOD
retrievals is also taken into account. In addition, the differences of the dust TOA
instantaneous SWRF between the spheroidal and spherical particle shape assumptions
critically depend on the dust AOD, solar zenith angle, and surface reflectance.
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Recently, much effort has been devoted to the study of nonspherical mineral dust
aerosols, with the goal of improving our understanding of the optical and radiative
properties, as well as developing robust aerosol retrieval algorithms. The present research
aims here to support ongoing efforts in the fields of mineral dust aerosol research related
to the Deep Blue algorithm by use of MODIS observations, since the empirical phase
function used in the Deep Blue algorithm may not be representative of the bulk scattering
properties for realistic dust aerosols. First, the LUTS for the Deep Blue algorithm are
updated with existing scattering-computational methods, namely, the T-matrix method
and IGOM method. The feasibility of the hybrid approach, which has already been
employed in Deep Blue algorithm for LUT development, is also demonstrated on the
basis of the spheroidal particle shape assumption for the phase function and the spherical
particle shape assumption for the other phase matrix elements. Second, a sensitivity study
is carried out to quantify the nonspherical effect on the retrieved dust optical depths by
using a simple retrieval algorithm that was developed from the principles of the Deep
Blue algorithm. It is concluded that the nonspherical effect of mineral dust aerosols
cannot be neglected for dust optical depth retrievals, and the assumption of spherical
particle shapes for dust aerosol retrievals may lead to a significant underestimation (as
much as 20%) of AOD. Furthermore, the differences of the retrieved dust AOD between
the spherical and spheroidal particle shape assumptions depend critically on the scattering
angle.
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From the simple retrieval algorithm, the effect of thin cirrus clouds on the dust optical
depth retrievals has also been investigated and quantified from MODIS observations. It is
found that the failure to identify pixels contaminated by thin cirrus clouds may lead to
larger errors in the retrieved dust optical depths. It is also discovered that the errors in the
retrieved dust optical depths due to the effect of thin cirrus under heavy dust conditions
are comparable to the optical depth for thin cirrus clouds.
Finally, with the spheroidal and spherical particle shape assumptions for mineral dust
aerosols, the effect of particle shapes on the dust radiative forcing calculations is also
investigated by focusing on the instantaneous TOA SWRF. Without considering the
effect of particle shapes on the dust optical depth retrievals, the effect of particle shapes
on the scattering properties of dust aerosols, hence on the dust radiative forcing is
negligibly small. However, the effect of particle shapes on the dust radiative forcing
cannot be neglected provided that this kind of effect is taken into account in the dust
AOD retrievals.
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